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Katz lectures on liberal education 
Speaker calls for changes in public 
universities to improve educaUon 
□ President of the American Council of Learned 
Societies spoke in the Presidential Lecture Se- 
ries. 
By DARLA WARNOCK 
The BG News  
Liberal education will be changing in the 21st century, accord- 
ing to the president of the American Council of Learned Socie- 
ties. 
Stanley N. Katz explained the process of developing stronger 
liberal arts education in public institutions Tuesday in a speech 
in the Presidential Lecture Series. 
His lecture mainly focused on how public universities can de- 
velop their curriculum and move liberal education in the next 
millennium. 
In order to provide students with the best liberal arts educa- 
tion, university officials must begin training students for their 
future. 
Katz said he pays particular attention to the messages brought 
across to the public concerning a liberal arts education in a pub- 
lic university. 
"Our messages must be tailored to our particular publics," 
Katz said. "I'm partly concerned with the public account of pub- 
lic universities." 
In preparation for moving into the next century, certain areas 
must be developed and revised in order to bring students into 
the University. 
Katz identified a wide variety of generalizations and a compli- 
cated system as encompassing problems for liberal arts educa- 
tors. 
• See KATZ, page three. 
BG Ncwa pk«» by Hidtkl Ko b*y..h I 
Stanley Katz delivered the third part in the Presidential Lecture Series Tuesday. Focusing on "Liberal Arts 
Education in the 21st Century," Katz lectured on the importance of moving higher education forward 
and adapting to change. 
Katz obtains feedback from graduate students 
□ Presidential Lecture 
Series offered a forum 
for graduate students to 
communicate ideas 
about the University. 
By DARLA WARNOCK 
The BG News 
Developing a strong liberal 
arts education at a public uni- 
versity will be contingent upon 
a number of factors, including 
graduate students. 
A forum held Tuesday led by 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau and special guest Stan- 
ley N. Katz allowed graduate 
students to give their input as 
to how to create an impact at 
the University. 
Katz, who had presented the 
Presidential Lecture Series to 
the University community ear- 
lier in the day, reiterated and 
expanded the topic to inform 
the students on the importance 
of their pursuit of knowledge. 
"I think it is very important, 
and I think good graduate 
teaching shows that," Katz 
said. "This is a place that takes 
• See CSS, page three. 
Students 
to view 
judicial 
process 
□ Judge Mark Reddin 
moves his courtroom to 
the Community Room 
located in the University 
Union. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BG News  
The Wood County Municipal 
Court Is moving on campus today 
to provide students and commu- 
nity citizens a chance to observe 
court proceedings. 
Judge Mark Reddin of Munici- 
pal Court is conducting his court 
from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the 
Community Room, located in the 
University Union. 
Reddin said the court is open to 
anyone, and all cases heard are 
real. 
The reason for bringing court 
to the University for the day, 
Reddin said, is for students and 
others to see the court process. 
Reddin said they hope students 
learn about the consequences of 
their actions. 
According to Reddin, the court 
is scheduled to hear cases rang- 
ing from underage consumption 
of alcohol to traffic violations. 
The court is also scheduled to 
hear a speeding violation trial. 
Reddin said the cases include 
defendants from both the Uni- 
versity area and around the 
county. 
"It's about half and half," Red- 
din said. "At least half are from 
the University area, and the oth- 
• See COURT, page three. 
Earth Day speaker discusses 
'Improving the Environment' 
BC New. Photo by CluFkml«g 
Kreischer Quad, as seen facing Mercer Road. 
Summer pipe installment 
boosts Kreischer's price tag 
□ Problems with the 
recent renovation of 
Kreischer Quadrangle 
prove costly. 
By VINCE GUERRIERI 
The BG News  
Repairs to the newly renovated 
Kreischer Quadrangle will add 
$50,000 on to the price tag of 
renovations. 
The figure, according to 
Wayne Colvin, associate director 
of student housing, will go 
toward the installation of expan- 
sion joints in heating units 
throughout the quad. 
Expansion joints are fitted on 
heating pipes, and allow for the 
expansion and contraction of 
pipes with weather changes. 
Some   pipes    have   already 
leaked and were replaced, ac- 
cording to Ray Buckholtz, assis- 
tant architect for the University, 
but most of the repairs will take 
place in the summer. 
"We're looking to go in when 
school's out," Buckholtz said. 
The office of Rollie Engler, 
University architect, oversaw 
the $15 million renovation, com- 
pleted in fall 1996 by the Toledo 
construction firm of Dimech, 
Engler said the necessity of ex- 
pansion joints has recently been 
questioned, but he couldn't make 
an informed guess. 
"I'm not a mechanical engi- 
neer," Engler said. "I wouldn't 
know." 
Bud Bernsdorf, the mechanical 
engineer who oversaw the reno- 
vation with the Toledo firm H.T. 
Bernsdorf, Inc., had no comment. 
Engler said the mechanical en- 
"There's reason to 
believe there's a 
design problem." 
Ray Buckholtz 
assistant University architect 
gineer was directed to not install 
expansion joints, but could not 
elaborate on who gave the direc- 
tion 
Buckholtz said there was a 
problem with either design or in- 
stallation, but he offered his own 
opinion. 
"There's reason to believe 
there's a design problem," Buck- 
holtz said. 
_1 Jerry Brown, political 
and environmental acti- 
vist, will speak to stu- 
dents about his plans 
for the new millennium. 
By JAMIE BUDZICK 
The BG News 
Political and environmental ac- 
tivist Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown 
Jr., a former governor of Cali- 
fornia who made an unsuccessful 
bid for the presidential nomina- 
tion in 1992, will be the Universi- 
ty's Earth Day speaker. 
Brown will discuss "Improving 
the Environment and Establish- 
ing a Sustainable Community" at 
8 p.m. Thursday, April 17, in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. The lecture is free 
and open to the public 
Brown will outline his agenda 
for a new millennium, which in- 
cludes topics such as: the chal- 
lenges and opportunities stu- 
dents face in the 90's; creating 
caring and sustainable communi- 
ties; reforming our interlocking 
modern institutions (media, med- 
icine, jobs, education and food 
production); and integrating ed- 
ucation, morality, spirituality 
and social responsibility. 
"He's had a lot of accomplish- 
ments in his governing years in 
California, and he still works at 
the grassroots level," said Paul 
Gessing, member of the Univer- 
sity's Environmental Action 
Group (EAG), and chairman of 
the Jerry Brown committee. 
Brown is the chairman and 
founder of We the People, a 
grassroots membership associa- 
tion of individuals and families 
who support self-governing and 
sustainable communities. The 
organization is committed to 
social and environmental justice 
and effecting change through 
study, citizen action and local or- 
ganizing. 
"He has such an impressive 
record in working on issues of 
social and environmental jus- 
tice," said EAG treasurer Marcie 
Wahba. 
"I think he's done a lot of 
different things, so he has some- 
thing to offer everyone," added 
Gessing. 
Long before environmental 
awareness was politically cor- 
rect, his tenure as governor was 
recognized as the most innova- 
tive in America, in terms of 
alternative energy, limiting the 
use of pesticides and protecting 
the environment. 
As Governor, he fought for 
new environmental protections, 
created the country's first 
energy efficiency standards, hal- 
ted nuclear power development, 
enacted the nation's first agricul- 
tural labor law and brought 
women and minorities Into high 
government positions. 
"Human beings in 
the natural world are 
on a collision 
course."        Jerry Brown 
former Presidential candidate 
"Human beings and the natural 
world are on a collision course," 
Brown wrote recently in a news- 
paper column titled, "How to 
Avert a Global Community." 
"A great change in our ste- 
wardship of the Earth is required 
if vast human misery is to be 
avoided and our global home on 
this planet is not to be irretrieva- 
bly mutilated," he added. 
"I'd like students to most rea- 
lize that some of the problems we 
face, we have direct control 
over," Gessing said "In groups 
and at a grassroots level, if we 
organize and come together to 
solve some of these problems, 
there Is a way to do it," said Gess- 
ing. 
Aside from politics. Brown has 
trained as a Jesuit, spent time in 
Japan, studied at Zen training 
centers and worked with Mother 
Teresa in India, each contribu- 
ting to his unique perspective. 
Today, Brown is a frequent 
speaker at colleges and universi- 
ties around the country. He also 
hosts a weekly radio program, 
which currently airs in three 
states and Washington, D.C. 
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NATALIE MILLER 
On Clothesline: survival and hope 
If there Is light In the soul 
There will be beauty In the person. 
If there Is beauty In the person. 
There will be harmony In the 
house. 
If there is harmony In the house. 
There will be order in the nation. 
If there is order In the nation. 
There will be peace In the world. 
- Chinese proverb 
Even If I believe that our coun- 
try has misplaced priorities, I still 
think there Is hope for us and for 
the rest of the world. 
We are entrenched In many 
complicated affairs, but all of us 
are searching for meaning In this 
madness. No matter what our 
background, there Is potential 
understanding In every other 
human being. 
I went to look at the Clothesline 
Project this week something I feel 
Is very Important. For the Individu- 
als who made shirts, it Is a very 
healthy outlet of emotion. It also 
represents the ability to grow from 
bad experiences. While It's not 
exactly comfortable to view all of 
the raw words and Images. I think 
It's necessary for the survivors and 
our society. (Notice I said survi- 
vors, not victims.) 
Without a doubt, li Is very 
difficult to share publicly a tragic 
life event, whether It be assault, 
abuse or rape. Many people would 
rather not share, and there's 
people who would rather not hear 
anyone else's painful story. 
We all have to face the fact that 
something needs to be done about 
our violent society. I don't want to 
hear how more cops or stricter 
laws will prevent crime. People 
prevent crime by not committing it. 
and by teaching others why It's 
wrong to hurt another person. 
The only real change must 
come from people, not the 
government. Laws get broken. 
How can they teach children not 
to hit each other? How can they 
explain to young adults that sex 
is between two consenting 
Individuals? How can they make 
adults understand the damage 
to families by physical, sexual 
and verbal abuse? 
It's not the job of an organi- 
zation or a law maker. It's ours. 
And ignoring our violent tenden- 
cies doesn't solve anything. 
That's what the Clothesline is 
about: "Hey! Look, stuff like this 
really does happen. I'm sorry If 
you don't want to hear about It, 
but I'm ready to say that It can't 
happen any longer. I will not be 
a victim twice." 
Do you really want to wait 
until someone you love Is 
beaten, raped or killed? I'll bet 
that none of the women raped 
today thought It would happen 
to them. Most people don't 
expect to be beaten or molested 
by someone in their family, 
either. Pay attention. 
In order to live in peace, we 
must teach acceptance. This 
country was founded on the 
ideas of liberty and freedom. We 
seem to have gotten distracted. 
Some might write off events 
like the Clothesline project as 
"feminist rhetoric." Believe me. if 
the same mass amounts of men 
had been abused, raped or 
killed, it would have already 
made news a million times. 
Freedom from being harmed or 
living In fear of Injury should be 
guaranteed in this country. Less 
violence makes this a safer world 
for everyone. We have a struggle 
ahead of us to achieve this. 
The Clothesline may seem 
accusatory toward men. but it is 
actually aimed toward those who 
have perpetrated the acts, and 
those who have allowed them to 
continue. They are angry, they are 
raw and they are the beginning of 
the healing process. How can any 
woman feel safe knowing that she 
may be attacked and no one will 
correct the injustice? 
It's purpose is not to blame or 
separate: it's to raise awareness 
and to "air society's dirty laundry." 
There Is power In telling the world 
that you refuse to be a victim any 
longer: "Listen, I am angry for 
what happened to me, but I will 
not let it ruin my life." 
Healing Is a long, harsh jour- 
ney. But the first step is to unlock 
what has been locked away. To 
break the walls that have been 
built for "protection." People are 
capable of change, of growth and 
of renewal. But they need a 
supportive environment to begin 
the process. 
We need to let our inner light 
shine, and not be dimmed by 
others who have hurt us. We need 
to teach how to love, and teach 
forgiveness. Our culture needs to 
take steps to prevent violence, and 
make it an aberration to commit it. 
We need to make violence 
against anybody unacceptable. 
Only then will we be free. 
Women have been oppressed for 
thousands of years, but now are 
making some changes to prevent It 
from happening in future genera- 
tions. Women don't want to sit 
back and cry because of what 
has been done to them, they 
want to see some changes so it 
won't happen to anyone else. 
It begins with you and me 
and the desire to see less pain 
In the world. Too many people 
are thinking that they are alone, 
that no one cares about them. If 
everyone would reach out to 
each other, much of this vio- 
lence and chaos could be 
avoided. So many problems 
need to be caught before they 
get out of hand. 
No matter what religion or 
philosophy you believe, it is key 
to human existence to treat 
others well. There are people 
right now who are terribly 
Injuring others out of their own 
weakness. This needs to stop, 
for all of our sakes. We cannot 
continue to kill the human 
spirit, we need to feed It. to 
nourish it. to mend the broken 
and to protect the innocent. 
It's sad that many people saw 
the Clothesline and went on 
past It. Some of them may be 
suffering inside with their own 
secrets: of hurt, of guilt, of 
victimization. Some others may 
not realize what their actions 
did to some others. It Is a cycle, 
and In order to stop It. pent up 
feelings must be allowed to 
release onto the consciousness 
of our society. 
It may be very painful, but In 
the release of pain, there Is the 
hope of healing. Right now we 
are faced with a situation in 
need of some remedy. 
Contact Natalie at annemil® 
bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West 
HalL 
"We need to 
make vio- 
lence against 
anybody 
unaccept- 
able." 
Feminism, in a smaller-sized dose 
When both sides of an issue 
completely conflict, one some- 
times finds that it is not as difficult 
as everyone seems to think it Is to 
arrive at a happy medium. 
One such Issue is feminism. I 
am not one to let any man forget 
that women are equal in many 
ways and better in the rest of 
them. (Just ask any one of my ex- 
boyfriends.) 
However, 1 am also not one to be 
offended If a man offers to carry a 
large, heavy object for me.  Even If 
I get the impression that he Is 
offering because he doesn't think 
that I am capable of carrying It 
myself. I am content to let him 
think that. All It means to me Is 
that I don't have to carry a large, 
heavy object. 
Why strain your back If you can 
let someone else strain his In- 
stead? This Is a sentiment that 
many feminists and females will 
back me up on. 
We are not asking for men to 
turn over the world to us along 
with all of their earthly riches, 
then bear our children, fetch our 
beer, rely on us to provide for 
them and become our little love 
slaves. (Although that would be 
nice.) We Just want things to be 
equaled up a little bit around here. 
For example, women should feel 
as free to treat men as sex objects 
as they feel they can treat us. 
(What man doesn't like to be 
treated like a sex object any- 
way?) 
The first step may be some- 
thing as simple as women 
joining together to follow a plan 
such as the one freelance writer 
Anka Radokovlch says in an 
article published this month: 
"Women should open a club 
called Buns, the female equiva- 
lent of Hooters." 
This Is a great plan for many 
reasons. Firstly, due to the 
discriminating taste of women. 
Buns Is sure be a step above 
any Hooters In existence today. 
For one thing, the waiters would 
probably be attractive. Also, In 
contrast to the scarce uniform 
required at Hooters restaurants. 
Buns' men would probably wear 
uniforms In accordance with 
good taste. 
At any rate, when the club 
opens, women should all start 
sporting Buns t-shlrts and 
demand that our boyfriends and 
husbands accompany us to 
Buns for dinner the same way 
that many females are forced to 
dine at Hooters today. Only In 
the spirit of equality, of course. 
Another thing that might 
help equalization along Is when 
men and women alike realize 
that all women are beautiful even 
if it's for the sole reason that they 
are not as hairy as the men. Then 
women can stop starving them- 
selves In order to resemble the 
plague-victim like models that are 
ever-present in the media because 
men dig it. 
It's amusing that men seem to 
like this currently-undergolng- 
radlation-treatment look for more 
than one reason. The first Is that 
those models are all In grave 
danger at snapping In half at any 
given moment. The second Is that 
on any given trip to BG's rec 
center, an observant woman can 
glance out on the basketball court 
and count ten or fifteen males 
sporting tattered tank tops that 
allow flabby arms and sldehandles 
to be exposed for the dismay of 
everyone while they meander up 
and down the court. 
This generally does not bother 
anyone, though, because there Is 
no shame for a man who Is a little 
burly. When women can overlook 
their own physical Imperfections In 
the same way that men unblush- 
ingly flaunt theirs, we'll get bigger 
than the men and be able to kick 
their asses Into equality. 
Okay, maybe not that, but at 
least our stomachs will be full. The 
bottom line Is that no woman 
should feel Inadequate for having 
thighs that are a couple of extra 
Inches around, for having a keg 
instead of a six pack on her 
belly or even for having a big 
giant butt. 
Men are not going to feel 
Inadequate for their physical 
flaws (unless maybe It's that one 
big physical flaw that always 
makes men feel Inadequate) and 
women should be as equal In 
that area as In any other. 
Issues like these may seem 
small, but really, they would 
help to balance the power right 
In the middle. Most women are 
not asking for extremes. I doubt 
that It Is going to become 
widespread to start spelling 
words like "wymmyn" or Insist- 
ing that manhole covers become 
"peopleholes." 
1 think that I can speak for a 
majority when I say that all we 
want In life is equality—things 
like respect when we deserve It 
and (God forbid!) equal pay. 
It's not too much to ask and 
life really would be a lot happier 
for all of us. 
Amee Wanzo Is a guest 
columnist for The News. Ques- 
tions and comments can be sent 
to aluxmzo@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 
210 West HalL 
"We just 
want things 
to be equaled 
up a little bit 
around here." 
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Lecture focuses on environment OHIO Weather 
□ The University wel- 
comes Bill McKibben as 
this year's speaker at 
the Edward Lamb 
Peace Lecture. 
By ANDREA VITANZA 
The BG News  
Environmentalist and author 
BUI McKibben will be this year's 
speaker at the annual Edward 
Lamb Peace Lecture at 7:30 to- 
night in 1007 Business Adminis- 
tration Annex. 
McKibben, whose many books 
and articles promote environ- 
mental awareness, will deliver a 
speech titled, "Between Hope 
and Fear: Environmental Securi- 
ty in a Fragile World," that deals 
with various ways human beings 
relate to nature and what one can 
do to Improve the environment. 
McKibben has published 
several books on a variety of is- 
sues concerning the environmen- 
tal well-being of the planet. 
His first book, "The End of 
Nature," dealt with ideas of glob- 
al warming and climatic change. 
McKibben attempted to prove 
that nature, as we know it today, 
will no longer exist in the next 
100 years. 
His other books include, "The 
Age of Missing Information," 
which examines the way technol- 
ogy fits into the way humans live 
and behave, and "Hope, Human, 
and Wild: True Stories of Living 
Lightly on the Earth," which uses 
realistic models to predict the fu- 
ture of the planet. 
Two men instrumental in 
bringing McKibben to the lecture 
were Philip Terrie and Gary Sil- 
verman, who both worked as co- 
ordinators for the lecture. Terrie 
and Silverman collaborated on 
finding an appropriate speaker to 
bring to campus, and felt McKib- 
ben's message was just what the 
lecture   needed,   according   to 
Terrie. 
Terrie, professor of American 
culture studies, feels that 
McKlbben's lecture will have a 
tremendous impact on everyone 
who attends. 
"This is a really Important sub- 
ject," Terrie said. "Every citizen 
of the planet should be paying at- 
tention to the kinds of things 
McKibben will be saying." 
The Edward Lamb Peace Lec- 
ture was established when Ed- 
ward Lamb, a northwest Ohio at- 
torney, and Larry Friedman, a 
former University history 
professor, decided to formalize a 
lecture series that would discuss 
growing concerns about global 
security in the early years of the 
Cold War. 
Now, the focus of the lectures 
has been directed toward a series 
of environmental concerns. 
With each year, the series 
brings an internationally recog- 
nized analyst of major domestic 
or   international   problems   to 
speak at the University, accord- 
ing to Terrie. 
In 1993, Gary Silverman, direc- 
tor of the environmental health 
program, replaced Friedman as 
coordinator of the lecture series. 
Silverman believes this year's 
lecture is one of ambition. 
"We are trying to help world 
peace by bringing people to the 
University who can educate 
everyone," Silverman said. 
The issue of environmental 
quality is not a small one, accord- 
ing to Silverman. 
"It isn't one where you are go- 
ing to cough a little more or die a 
little earlier because of all the 
pollution in your life," Silverman 
said. "It's one that is so over- 
whelming that it could change 
life as we know it." 
The lecture is free and open to 
the public. Following the lecture, 
a reception for McKibben will be 
held at Grounds For Thought cof- 
feehouse. Showers T-storms Rain    Flurries    Snow        Ice       Sunny   Pt Cloudy   Cloudy 
Senate approves prototype document 
By DARLA WARNOCK 
The BG News  
After nearly two years of de- 
velopment, the Faculty Senate 
passed the prototype document 
for annual review for merit, con- 
tract renewal, promotion and 
tenure of faculty. 
The resolution was adopted by 
a vote of 37-4-6, after a few minor 
adjustments. 
Charles Middleton, provost and 
vice president for academic af- 
fairs, emphasized the importance 
of adopting the policy. 
He said the amount of effort 
put forth by the Senate was evi- 
dent. 
"This is an important part in 
the process," Middleton said. 
"We are not setting anything in 
stone, just taking another step." 
The document provides de- 
partments a prototype document 
to work from in creating policies 
for merit, contract renewal, 
promotion and tenure. 
Also on yesterday's agenda 
were two identical documents, 
dealing with the revised princi- 
ples and policies/procedures of 
the performance-based merit 
system for faculty at the Univer- 
sity and a recommendation on 
the review process for contract 
renewal, reappolntment, tenure 
and promotion. 
A time constraint and a lack of 
quorum prevented the Senate 
from taking any further action on 
either document. 
Hal Lunde, chairman of the 
Faculty Senate, said he was 
pleased the Senate passed the 
first document concerning an- 
nual review, merit, contract re- 
newal, promotion and tenure of 
faculty. 
"I am thankful for that," Lunde 
said. "It's a complex thing. There 
is no perfect merit policy." 
He said although he was hoping 
the Senate would be able to pass 
all three documents Tuesday, the 
final two will re-appear on the 
agenda for the last assembly 
meeting in May. 
"I think It will be very Impor- 
tant to pass these," Lunde said. 
"We're all In this together. The 
administration is very much be- 
hind It." 
In other Faculty Senate action 
recently, Veronica Gold was 
elected vice chairper- 
son/chairperson elect for the 
1997-98 academic year. Judy 
Adams was voted secretary. Bob 
Holmes will take over as chair- 
man, following current Faculty 
Senate chairman Hal Lunde. 
COURT 
Continued from page one. 
ers are from out in the county." 
The University has been very 
cooperative, Reddin said. He said 
University parking services is 
reserving spaces In Lot 17 for de- 
fendants, and Legal Services has 
given the use of their facilities 
for the day. 
According to Reddin, this is the 
first time court Is being held at 
the University. He is optimistic 
about the proceedings. 
"I hope there are a lot of stu- 
dents," Reddin said. "We might 
do this twice a year, once in the 
fall and then again in the spring. 
It depends  on how this works 
out." 
Rodney Fleming, attorney for 
Student Legal Services, said the 
University decided to bring the 
court to campus to give students 
an opportunity to view court- 
room proceedings. 
"We wanted to do this In hopes 
to give students a better perspec- 
tive of the court process," Flem- 
ing said. Reddin said he believes 
students will benefit from this. 
"In general, I think this will be 
a positive experience for stu- 
dents to come to," Reddin said. 
KATZ 
Continued from page one. 
Without a tailored message and 
a specific plan, public universi- 
ties could be misrepresented in 
the eyes of the general public, he 
said. 
Katz said the only way around 
that problem is to stress the 
functions of public universities. 
Institutions must focus on the 
training of future graduates and 
structure the administration. 
One step in the process is the 
need for institutions to relate 
academics to the social aspects 
of education. 
"We should concentrate on 
what students should know to 
make them strong citizens in a 
democracy," Katz said. "Tradi- 
tionally, we've tried to accomo- 
date social aspects through ex- 
tracurricular activities." 
In order to move forward in 
liberal education, regardless of 
all of the functions which must 
be met, an institution must adapt 
to change, Katz said. 
"Liberal education is in a 
period of transition," Katz said. 
"This should not surprise us. We 
are re-thinking liberal educa- 
tion." 
He   said   public   universities 
need to decifer why they are los- 
ing public confidence and begin 
to make effective arguments in 
their favor. 
Universities need to make 
higher priorities than balancing 
the budget, he explained. 
"A liberal education is for 
those who wish to take chances," 
Katz said. "There are, after all, 
real problems in paradise. In to- 
day's world, what can be more 
useful than a liberal education?" 
Katz's lecture was the third 
part of the Presidential Lecture 
Series taking place throughout 
Ribeau's inaugural year as presi- 
dent. 
Ribeau said he felt Katz gave a 
very enlightening and informed 
speech. 
"In the midst of all the things 
we must contend with, one must 
not forget what the nature of our 
business really is," Ribeau said. 
"[Katz] is one of the moving 
forces in liberal arts learning. He 
is a man of ideas." 
Katz dedicated his lecture to 
Stan Cutler, a University gradu- 
ate who currently teaches for the 
University of Wisconsin. 
GSS  
Continued from page one. 
that seriously." 
He emphasized the Importance 
of positive leadership in creating 
a liberal arts education at a pub- 
lic university. 
Customer service can play a 
role in how that leadership is 
portrayed, Katz said. 
"It's crucial what you do today, 
but you have to be around awhile 
to see the results," Katz said. "A 
lot of these things come back to 
leadership. If we treat students 
as customers, we dont treat 
them as educators." 
He encouraged the students to 
realize the impact of their teach- 
ing and learning on a liberal arts 
education. 
Janet Morrison, president of 
Graduate Student Senate, said 
she felt Katz gave a very well- 
informed presentation. 
This forum was the first time 
graduate students had a formal 
meeting with the speaker in- 
volved in the Presidential Lec- 
ture Series. 
Morrison said GSS has been 
given more chances to partici- 
pate in such forums recently. 
"This series of speakers have 
raised some interesting issues in 
higher education," Morrison 
said. "We've had more opportuni- 
ty lately to participate. It has fa- 
cilitated dialogue." 
Mike Fisch, a graduate student 
in college student personnel, said 
he was able to gain insight from 
Katz. 
"I think this is something we 
need to do more often and spend 
even more time," Fisch said. "It's 
nice to discuss what Bowling 
Green needs to do to move for- 
ward. It's a good start." 
Katz said change within insti- 
tutions will not be seen imme- 
diately. He said it will develop 
slowly from each institution. 
"Not much will change over 
the next five years," Katz said. 
SUMMER • 1997 
ANNOUNCING 
Capital University's Summer Institute 
in Science and Mathematics 
Session I 
Session II 
•June 11-July 11 
July 15-August 11 
This summer program offers courses for college and university pre-profes- 
sional students Each course is equivalent lo Capital's regular 14-week Mtncs- 
tcr. hut offered in an accelerated format. Students benefit from small cltftf M/I\ 
a sludent-ccntercd approach and tutorial support Call now for more informa- 
tion concerning this fast-paced, exciting and intense summer program. 
Course offerings include: 
• General Chemistry • Organic Chemistry • 
• Chemical Analysis I (Quantitative Analysis) • 
• Calculus • Physics • Biochemistry • 
CAPITAL 
For more information, call Karla Davis, 
Co-Director, at (614) 236-7115. 
e-mail: kdavis@capital.edu 
ini.i "ins   nilr 
Visit our Web site: 
htlp'/www.capilalcdu/summcr/SSI/ssi.hlm 
Capital University is an equal opportunity institution. 
ithri 
Terrace 
Apartments 
Accepting 
Applications & Deposits 
Ml '97 and Spring '9! 
Featuring: 
Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn. 
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations 
352-9135 
These classes fill quickly. Register early.    MrltM'Jl^t' call}    r^moiT iiijorn 
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Via Associated Press GraptucsNet 
A woman complained to police Sunday that someone stole 
Items off her neighbor's porch and placed the possessions on 
her porch. Police advised her to return the Items herself and 
to call If she hears anything suspicious at night. 
In the 1000 block of South Main, five trays of bread lay In 
the street. Police reported a bread truck left without closing 
back door. 
Fraternity members practiced dance steps in the 500 block 
of Leroy. A woman complained that loud people were scream- 
ing and yelling. When police arrived they had finished for the 
evening. 
Several men were arguing on Saturday morning, and a 
man accused another man of stealing his necklace. When 
police arrived, a search of person was performed and no 
necklace was found. 
A truck driver was missing on Saturday afternoon. The 
owner of the business called police and reported his driver 
had been missing for over an hour. Police were unable to lo- 
cate the driver. 
In the 300 block of South Maple, a dog attacked another 
dog. A woman complained that while she was walking her 
dog. another dog attacked It. The owner of the dog said It was 
only playing. 
Around Bowling Green 
Investigation of alleged e-mail fraud continues 
The investigation continues into the possible e-mail fraud In- 
volving University students Jason E. Wolfe and Cynthia Kent. In 
a complaint filed by Kent last week, she stated someone had un- 
lawfully used her e-mail account. 
According to Jill Carr, associate dean of students, the Office of 
Student Life Is currently Investigating the matter. Carr said she 
is unsure how long the investigation will last. 
Shawn Miller, University police officer, declined to comment 
on the criminal investigation. 
WFAL presents 'Clerks' 
WFAL Radio is bringing a free double feature movie to campus 
on Friday, April 18. "Clerks" will be shown at 7 p.m., followed by 
"Mallrats" at 9 p.m. in Olscamp 115. Both movies were directed 
by independent filmmaker Kevin Smith, whose new mov- 
ie,"Chasing Amy',' will be in theaters soon. 
Students will have a chance to win free prizes before and in be- 
tween both movies. 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
9s[pzu Leasing 
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished 
May and August 1997 
lorZ bedroom summer only 
limited available 
2 Blocks from Campus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
» 
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Congressmen promote 'dumping' tax code R. J. Reynolds 
admits knowing 
links to cancer 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON - Five Republican 
congressmen tossed the U.S. tax 
code Into Boston Harbor Tuesday 
In a modern-day re-enactment of 
the Boston Tea Party, saying it's 
time to abolish Income taxes. 
"It's time to dump an income 
tax code that has dumped on us 
too long," said U.S. Rep. Billy 
Tauzin, R-La. 
About 100 members of the 
group Citizens for an Alternative 
Tax System cheered and yelled 
"sink it" as the tax code, tucked 
Into a beer cooler painted to look 
like a tea chest, was Hung into 
the harbor waters from a replica 
of one of the tea ships from 
which colonists dressed as Mo- 
hawk Indians threw tea to protest 
British taxation without repre- 
sentation in 1773. 
Then they did it again. And 
again. And again. 
The chest was tied to a nylon 
rope so the group could pull it out 
of the water and avoid further 
polluting the harbor. 
"We're all committed to what 
you people want, which is taking 
away the power of taxation from 
the government and giving it to 
the American people," U.S. Rep. 
Dan Schaefer, R-Colo, told the 
enthusiastic crowd. 
The congressmen - also in- 
cluding Ron Packard, R-Calif., 
Charles Norwood, R-Ga. and Mi- 
chael Crapo, R-Idaho - want to 
abolish the Internal Revenue 
Service and replace the federal 
income tax with a retail sales tax 
of IS percent. Under this plan, 
taxes would be based not on what 
people make, but on what they 
buy. 
The protest was timed to coin- 
cide with the April 15 tax-filing 
deadline. 
Dressed in Indian costume, 
Yvonne Schick said the current 
tax code is undermining the fi- 
nancial strength of the country. 
Schick, president of the Hous- 
ton chapter of the grassroots an- 
ti-tax group, said the changes the 
organization is proposing would 
promote self-reliance and put 
more money in people's pockets. 
"Compliance is Just a night- 
mare the way it is now," said 
Jerry Grogan, a Cincinnati bar 
owner. 
Commenting on the proposal, 
he said, "I think the rate is a little 
high, but It's better than what we 
got now." 
The proposal got mixed re- 
views from people mailing their 
tax returns or picking up tax 
forms at a nearby post office. 
"I don't know about that," said 
Ed Riley, 36, a postal worker just 
picking up his tax forms. "Fif- 
teen percent on everything 
seems kind of high." 
But 29-year-old Stephanie 
Heggarty, who works at Fidelity 
Investments, said the proposal 
seemed convenient. 
"That sounds pretty good," 
Heggarty said. "You get it over 
with at the register." 
The IRS wasnt the only focus 
of tax-day protests. 
Others used the day to call for 
wild animal protection and mari- 
juana legalization. 
In Boston and elsewhere, the 
Friends of Animals and Animal 
Agenda organizations greeted 
people filing tax returns with a 
"receipt" for $37 million. 
The figure represents the tax 
money used to pay for the 
government's Animal Damage 
Control Division, which is de- 
signed to reduce the number of 
"predatory and other wild ani- 
mals," including wolves, coyotes 
and geese. 
"We are demanding an end to 
the use of the taxpayers' money 
to fund the trapping, snaring, 
shooting and poisoning of wild- 
life," Bill Dollinger, a spokesman 
for the Friends of Animals, said. 
The National Organization for 
the Reform of Marijuana Laws, 
was telling last minute filers that 
Execution time 
delayed due to 
sanity hearing 
The Associated Press  
BELLEFONTE, Pa. - A Phil- 
adelphia man who held six 
women captive, murdered two 
of them and fed one's ground- 
up flesh to the others in his 
basement torture chamber 
won a stay of execution Tues- 
day hours before he was to 
die. 
Granting a request by anti- 
death penalty lawyers, U.S. 
District Judge Franklin S. Van 
Antwerpen ordered Gary 
Heidnik returned to Philadel- 
phia for an emergency hear- 
ing on his sanity. 
Also Tuesday, the Pennsyl- 
vania Supreme Court blocked 
the state from executing 
Heidnik until at least 2 p.m. 
Wednesday. The justices of- 
fered no explanation. 
Heidnik, S3, had been 
scheduled to die by injection 
at 10 p.m. Tuesday. The state 
has until Saturday to execute 
him under the death warrant 
signed by Gov. Tom Ridge. 
Van Antwerpen said he hoped 
to hold the hearing before 10 
am. Wednesday. 
Heidnik, one of Philadelphi- 
a's most notorious murderers, 
was arrested in 1987 and 
charged with holding six 
women captive and killing two 
of them in what was later dub- 
bed his "house of horrors." 
Heidnik has not fought exe- 
cution since a jury rejected 
his insanity plea and sen- 
tenced him to death in 1988. 
At a hearing Monday, he told 
a judge: "I want you to exe- 
cute an innocent man so there 
will be no more capital pun- 
ishment. When you knowingly 
execute an innocent man, 
that's the end of capital pun- 
ishment in this country." 
Heidnik would become the 
third person to be executed in 
Pennsylvania in 27 years and 
the third under Ridge, a Re- 
publican who has vowed to re- 
duce the backlog of unsigned 
death warrants left by Demo- 
cratic Gov. Robert Casey. 
The last execution in Penn- 
sylvania was in 199S. 
Heidnik was arrested after 
one of his captives, Josefina 
Rivera, managed to escape 
from his shabby North Phila- 
delphia home. 
The Associated Press 
Auociatrd Prrn phot* 
U.S. Representatives Dan Schaffer (R-Colo.), Charlie Norwood 
(R-Ga.), Mike Crapo (R-ldaho), Ron Packard (R-Calif.) and Billy Tav- 
n'n (R-La.) loss a trunk filled with copies off the current federal tax 
code off of the ship Beaver II at the same Boston port of the Boston Tea 
Party. 
their tax burden would not be as 
heavy if the government taxed 
marijuana sales rather than out- 
lawing them. 
Post offices in Boston, Spring- 
field and elsewhere took steps to 
make the last-minute trip to the 
post office a little less painful. 
A group of volunteers from 
United Way charities was en- 
listed to give "tax relief" mas- 
sages to customers at Spring- 
field's main post office, where 
guitarist John Bennett played 
James Taylor songs and other 
laid-back acoustic fare. 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. - RJ. 
Reynolds knew as early as 1953 
there was a link between smok- 
ing and lung cancer, according to 
internal documents used against 
the company Tuesday by the 
family of a deceased smoker. 
Lawyers said the Jean Connor 
wrongful-death trial was the first 
time a jury has seen the docu- 
ments, some of which indicated 
executives knew for years nico- 
tine was addictive and that ciga- 
rettes could be spiked to hook 
smokers. 
' Studies of clinical data tend to 
confirm the relationship between 
heavy and prolonged tobacco 
smoking and incidence of cancer 
of the lung," said the 1953 report 
by Reynolds researcher Claude 
Teague titled, "Survey of cancer 
research with emphasis upon 
possible carcinogens from 
tobacco." 
Teague wrote in a 1972 report 
that the company shouldn't de- 
crease nicotine levels in ciga- 
rettes because smokers would 
buy other brands to fulfill their 
craving. 
"Tobacco products, uniquely, 
contain and deliver nicotine, a 
potent drug with a variety of 
physiological effects," Teague 
wrote. 
After the first of the docu- 
ments were introduced Monday, 
Reynolds Senior Vice President 
Daniel Donahue said they wer- 
en't that Important and wouldn't 
have any measurable effect on 
the jury. 
The family's wrongful-death 
lawsuit blames the makers of 
Winston and Salem cigarettes for 
causing Mrs. Connor's addiction 
to nicotine and for the cancer 
"Tobacco products, 
uniquely, contain and 
deliver nicotine, a 
potent drug with a 
variety of 
physiological 
effects." 
Claude Teague 
Reynolds researcher 
that killed her in 199S at the age 
of 49. 
The company's lawyers have 
argued that Mrs. Connor made 
the decision to smoke, knew the 
dangers of the habit and knew it 
could be harmful. 
One document written by Tea- 
gue in 1969 discussed how the 
company could attract "pre-s- 
mokers," defined in the memo as 
"a person, usually young, who 
has never been a smoker." 
Donahue said Jurors will hear 
that Reynolds never acted on 
Teague's suggestions, and Tea- 
gue was not a highly placed ex- 
ecutive. He said the company re- 
duced tar and nicotine in its ciga- 
rettes in response to evolving 
health concerns. 
A document filed last year in 
Minnesota's lawsuit against the 
industry showed that Reynolds 
scientists concluded the com- 
pany's two biggest rivals, Philip 
Morris and Brown * Williamson, 
were deliberately enhancing ni- 
cotine levels in cigarettes, and 
that company researchers stud- 
ied how Reynolds might do the 
same. 
All three companies have pub- 
licly denied manipulating nico- 
tine content in their cigarettes. 
Mayor questions employee productivity 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - The city will not 
hire more public utilities 
workers, even though records 
show that more than 500 fire 
hydrants should be repaired or 
replaced. 
Mayor Carty Flnkbeiner said 
he is not convinced that the city 
employees are working hard 
enough. 
Flnkbeiner, who must approve 
hirings, said he wants the Public 
Utilities Department to develop a 
way to measure employee pro- 
ductivity. 
"I'm about worker productivi- 
ty, buddy," he told The Blade in a 
story published Tuesday. "This 
city has a wonderful work force 
but there are some supervisors 
who are not requiring the men 
and women who work for them to 
work 40 full hours a week," Fink- 
beiner said. 
The department has 17 vacan- 
cies. The city budget provides 
money for 164 workers, but only 
147 are on the job. 
The Blade on Sunday reported 
that work in the department's 
water distribution division is 
backlogged. 
In total, 192 fire hydrants need 
to be replaced and 380 need to be 
repaired, according to city re- 
cords. More than 300 of those 
hydrants froze during the winter 
and became inoperable before 
thawing. 
In addition, some water main 
breaks are going unattended for 
days and water main valves are 
receiving little maintenance, the 
newspaper said. 
Union leaders say the lack of 
workers has contributed to the 
poor upkeep. 
Charlie Noble, president of 
Local 7 of the American Fed- 
eration of State, County and Mun- 
icipal Employees, said the mayor 
is jeopardizing the public's 
safety by refusing to fill vacan- 
cies. 
"Whenever you look at what's 
wrong with this city, it's like a 
pyramid: It all points up to the 
mayor," Noble said. 
"I think he feels that he can 
just beat us, whip us and squeeze 
this productivity out of us. We 
have good ideas. He just won't 
listen to us," he said. 
Telephone messages were left 
Tuesday for both Finkbeiner and 
Noble. 
The department is exploring 
ways to solve the problem, in- 
cluding shrinking crews from 
three workers to two and hiring 
private contractors for some 
jobs. "Can we be more efficient? 
The answer is yes," said Don Mo- 
line, the department's director. 
Finkbeiner said he will not fill 
the vacancies unless the depart- 
ment shows that it is getting 
enough work out of its em- 
ployees. 
He said that one day last week, 
at 8:15 a.m. he chanced upon a 
three-person utilities crew sit- 
ting idly along a side street. The 
workers are now facing a disci- 
plinary hearing for taking an 
unauthorized break. 
Policeman dies after emerging from coma 
The Associated Press 
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. - 
Gary Dockery was locked inside 
a mute, motionless world for 
eight of his 43 years. 
The brain-damaged policeman 
broke through that silence just 
once: Last year, for several fleet- 
ing hours, he emerged from his 
comalike state and thrilled rela- 
tives with unbridled conversa- 
tion, recalling camping trips, his 
green Jeep and the names of his 
horses and telling his sons, 12 
and 20, he loved them. 
On Tuesday, Dockery died. 
An autopsy was scheduled to 
determine the cause of death. 
In 1988, Dockery was shot 
point-blank by a drunken man 
angry at police for reprimanding 
him for making noise that both- 
ered his neighbors. The officer 
fell into a stupor. 
Then, on Feb. 11, 1996, he stir- 
red and started talking. Doctors 
couldn't explain it. And although 
he later grew more alert and was 
able to speak short phrases, 
Dockery returned largely to 
silence. 
On Tuesday, the paralyzed 
officer, who had to be fed intra- 
venously, was bathed and 
dressed as usual and was waiting 
his turn for physical therapy 
when something went wrong. 
Susan Showalter, a spokeswo- 
man at the Alexian Village of 
Tennessee nursing home on Sig- 
nal Mountain, about 10 miles 
from Chattanooga, said only that 
he was "In distress." He was tak- 
en to a hospital and pronounced 
dead. 
"I still had hopes we'd be able 
to help him," neurologist Bruce 
Kaplan said Tuesday. "But his 
death may prove to be a relief for 
Gary and his family. We'd never 
be able to give him back more 
than a fragment of his former 
life even if we had kept trying." 
In January, relatives said they 
were encouraged by what they 
called the small wonders that fol- 
lowed his speaking spree. Dock- 
ery had learned to operate a 
motorized wheelchair, which he 
moved by listening to a nurse's 
command and pushing a lever. 
MID AM MANOR 
NOT MANY 
APARTMENTS LEFT 
FOR NEXT YEAR!! 
•Within walking distance of 
campus 
•Air conditioning 
•2 bdrm, Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
•Gas, Heat, Water included 
with rent 
Call Now!!!! 
352-4380     641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG 
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-JEANS DAY- 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16,1997 
In 1974 the First Jeans Day was organized at Rutgers University in New Jersey. 
Why Jeans? Why would they choose an article of clothing that Is so common in the 
students' wardrobe? That is exactly the reason. It is so common that almost everyone 
has a pair of jeans. The issue is one of making a personal choice to support the issue 
or not. You see...everyday many gay, lesbian and bisexual students have to make a 
conscious decision whether to assimilate into the heterosexual culture or to be who 
they are-and risk being harassed. If you choose to wear jeans, you will be making a 
statement. This statement will be multifaceted in nature. The most basic message will 
be that you support human rights and the right to exist without harassment and 
discrimination. More specifically, it means that you are supporting the rights of gay, 
lesbian and bisexual staff, faculty, and students. 
If you wear jeans, you are not coming out. You are 
supporting human rights. 
I 
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Recording demonstrates 
diverse local music scene 
Q Local bands come 
together to record a live 
compilation in two ses- 
sions at Howard's Club 
H. 
By AARON WEISBROD 
the BG" News  
Some organizations talk about 
"building community." Some or- 
ganizations, however, just do it. 
For the past few months. Bowl- 
ing Green's local music scene has 
been undergoing some changes. 
Although, BG has had a 
flourishing and diverse original 
band scene for years, its musical 
community has always felt 
somewhat overshadowed by the 
hype surrounding its "big sis- 
ter," Toledo. 
"I don't think we get as much 
recognition [as Toledo]," com- 
mented Mohom, lead guitarist of 
The Jinkies and Jackie-O. "But 
we're a lot more original. No two 
bands down here sound alike.'' 
Jackie-O's lead singer, Olivia 
Reardon, agreed wholeheartedly. 
"I've lived in a lot of places, 
but the musicians here in BG are 
extremely dedicated and have a 
lot of soul," Reardon explained. 
"They've all got good hearts." 
Part of the original BG band 
scene's problem has been the ro- 
tating population of listeners: 
every four years the bands have 
found themselves playing to a 
whole new crowd, and this made 
it incredibly difficult for any of 
them to build up a solid fan base 
without lowering themselves to 
playing "cover songs" - songs 
already made popular by 
nationally known bands. 
Another part of the problem 
stemmed from the fact that, for 
the most part, none of BG's orig- 
inal bands had any recorded ma- 
terial out there to offer listeners. 
This will be changing In the 
next few months, and some peo- 
ple claim that it was cosmic des- 
tiny. 
"When I was taking my [Disc 
Jockey] class here at the Univer- 
sity, a bunch of us were playing 
some compilation CDs of Toledo 
bands, and we began wondering 
why the original Bowling Green 
bands didn't have a compilation 
CD out," recalled Mary McEwen, 
founder of Toad Loaf Produc- 
tions. 
"I told [my class] to consider it 
done," said McEwen. "It's not as 
hard as everyone thinks." 
That same night Maurice Aus- 
tin (singer/guitarist of Choke 
Sympathy) and Schmid 
(singer/bassist of Evolotto and 
Choke Sympathy) were sitting in 
Howard's Club H discussing the 
same situation. 
"We decided that we should 
talk to Mary about the idea, and 
lo and behold, guess who comes 
walking in with the same idea?" 
Austin said. 
After ironing out negotiations 
with Howard's Club H, Mary and 
Maurice approached some of the 
area's more established bands 
about the idea of recording a live 
CD. "One of the things we wanted 
to achieve with this disc is di- 
versity," commented Austin 
when asked about how bands 
were selected for CD placement. 
"A lot of CD compilations claim 
to contain diversity, but don't." 
After a phase of discussions, 
they decided that six original BG 
bands would be on the CD, each 
contributing three songs that 
would be recorded live during a 
performance by the band at 
Howard's Club H. 
"Both cost and quality were an 
issue here," said Austin, who was 
selected to be the production and 
sound engineer for both the live 
performances and the CD itself. 
Tonight's performance at 
Howard's Club H includes Jack- 
ie-O, Lethargic Id and Choke 
Sympathy. The second part of the 
recording process, which takes 
place on Wednesday April 30, 
features Gone Daddy Finch, 
Paper Plate and Evolotto. 
Both concerts are scheduled to 
start at 10:00 PM 
Although Gone Daddy Finch, 
Paper Plate and Evolotto already 
recorded live performances at 
Howard's last Wednesday, 
equipment failure makes it look 
PhaO pr*«Me< 
Gone Daddy Finch is one of the six bands to be featured on the upcoming Bowling Green band compila- 
tion. Other bands to be featured on the disc include Evolotto, (ackie-O, Choke Sympathy, Lethargic Id 
and Paper Plate. The CD is scheduled to be released by the end of the summer. 
as if the three bands might have 
to record a new show. 
The DAT (Digital Audio Tape) 
machine registered 'Error Sev- 
en,' which means that there was 
an error in the playback," ex- 
plained Austin. "We're going to 
try to clean out the machine and 
see if the tapes are really OK, 
and if they are, I'll be able to use 
the tapes. If not, we'll re-record 
the three bands on April 30 at 
Howard's." 
If the tapes do end up being 
usable, however, the show 
scheduled for April 30 will fea- 
ture performances by all six of 
the bands to be featured on the 
CD. 
Admission for each show is $2 
at the door, regardless of age. 
A great deal of anticipation 
already surrounds the CD, which 
is scheduled for release by the 
end of the summer, and plans for 
another CD are already in the 
works. 
"This is volume one of a se- 
ries," stressed Austin. "We're go- 
ing to do other CDs and include 
some of the other BG bands. We 
don't want people to think this is 
an elitist group." 
Evolotto's music incorporates many influences 
□ Members of Evolotto 
discuss their unique 
sound, and the bands 
that have inspired 
them. 
By AARON WEISBROD 
The BG News  
Psychedelic hard rock. 
Screech-core. 
Hard-core psycho-delic. 
Classifying the musical style 
performed - if not invented ~ by 
the Bowling Green-based power 
trio Evolotto, who performs at 
Howard's Club H tomorrow night 
with Motor Dolls, has never been 
any easy task. 
"It's riff rock that allows room 
for experimentation," explained 
Schmid, the lead singer-bassist 
of Evolotto. 
"It's psychedelia, but it's the 
kind of psychedelia that comes to 
you when you're right on the 
edge of a major freak-out," a 
friend and fan of the band once 
said. 
"Yeah, it's not a 'pass the bong' 
kind of psychedelia," Schmid 
said. 
"There's definitely more of a 
manic feel," drummer Ben Bom- 
litz said. 
Although the band's style Is 
now practically Indescribable by 
already existent terms, the trio 
started off as a thrash metal band 
in 1992. 
"We were under a different 
name and everything back then," 
Schmid said. "We didn't know a 
lot about music, so [our style] 
was really basic." 
"Non-stop   power   chords," 
guitarist Chris Sobb said. Since 
those days, however, Evolotto 
has grown and progressed as a 
band, learning to play with each 
other as a three-piece band. 
It was during this time of tran- 
sition that Schmid switched from 
guitar to bass and also assumed 
vocal responsibility for the band. 
Although Evolotto is no longer 
a thrash or metal band, Schmid 
agreed that there's still a heavy 
rock element to their music. 
"I like the attitude that comes 
with rock 'n' roll - that pride, 
that sneer, that rock attitude...." 
Furthermore, the band draws a 
certain amount of influence from 
the abstract and the quasi- 
normal. 
"A huge vocal influence is 
Clark from Wig," Schmid said, 
citing Marilyn Manson, Korn, Je- 
Uo Biaf ra and Faith No More as 
vocal and lyrical influences. 
"I like abstract things," he 
said. He incorporates slides, dis- 
tortion, downstrokes and a bass 
grunger into his bass playing. 
Not surprisingly, Sobb and 
Bomlitz both had influences that 
varied greatly from both 
Schmid's and each other's, but 
they both feel that it's these dif- 
ferences that help give Evolotto 
such a truly unique and tangible 
sound. 
"A lot of what I put in is tech- 
nicality and precision ... intrica- 
cies," Bomlitz explained. "I grew 
up on classical music, and that's 
where a lot of that came from." 
Sobb, on the other hand, had a 
more traditional influence dur- 
ing his teenage years. 
"Randy Rhodes [former guita- 
rist for Ozzy Osbourne] inspired 
me to play guitar when I was in 
"It's psychedelia, but 
it's the kind of 
psychedelia that 
comes to you when 
you're right on the 
edge of a major 
freak-out." 
Maurice Austin 
fan and soundman 
seventh and eighth grade. That 
turned me on to Black Sabbath, 
and when [Schmid and Ben] said 
they were going to start a band, I 
said I'd be their guitarist." 
Now, five years later, the band 
is ;;till going strong, and reaching 
levels of both music and popu- 
larity that are higher than they'- 
ve ever been before - and their 
future looks even more promis- 
ing. 
Along with being featured on 
the upcoming Bowling Green 
band compilation CD, Evolotto is 
going to spend the summer 
expanding their touring circuit, 
writing new material and "test- 
ing" this newer material on their 
constantly expanding audience 
Two such songs, which have 
the working titles of "Knights in 
Satan's Service" and "Darkman," 
will be unveiled at their show 
tomorrow. 
Admission is $4 for patrons 
under 21, and free for those over 
21. Motor Dolls, an all- 
female/no-frills punk "rawk" 
band from Detroit, will be open- 
ing the show at 10 p.m. 
Like many other rock bands, Evolotto also went through a "rebellious" 
phase. As seen in this undated photo, the band once tried to scale the 
Bowling Green courthouse in an attempt to stage a rather unsuccessful 
coup d'etat. 
Infamous 
robber's 
estate 
auctioned 
The Associated Press 
SAN FRANCISCO - In 
the 1930s, Bonnie and Clyde 
captured the nation's atten- 
tion as they robbed and 
murdered their way across 
the West. 
On Monday, there was a 
wild battle for the blood- 
stained, bullet-riddled shirt 
of Clyde Barrow. When the 
dust cleared, Whiskey 
Pete's Casino in Primm, 
Nev., had paid $85,000 for 
it. 
In all, Barrow's belong- 
ings from his bank robbing 
days with Bonn'e Parker 
netted $187,809. More than 
half of the money will go to 
Marie Barrow, the outlaw's 
only surviving sibling who 
kept the belongings for 
more than 60 years before 
deciding to part with them. 
The first item up for bid- 
ding was Barrow's 
17-jewel, 10-carat gold- 
filled Elgin pocket watch. 
Expected to bring in $3,000, 
it went to an anonymous 
phone bidder for $20,770, 
including buyers' fees. 
Whiskey Pete's plans to 
display the shirt, as well as 
a belt and necklace made by 
Barrow while in prison, a 
handmade mirror and 17 
family photos. 
Now Accepting Applications 
T Fall 1997 BG News Editor 
T Summer 1997 BG News Editor 
▼ 1997-98 Gavel Editor 
T 1997-98 KEY Yearbook Editor 
▼ 1997-98 Miscellany Editor 
T 1997-98 Obsidian Editor 
Application forms may be picked up a) 204 West Hall 
Deadline is Thursday, April 17, 5:00 pin 
JOIN OUR FAMILY TEAM. 
Begin Spring With A Fresh Start! 
A NEW HOME! 
• 222 -228 South College • 309 High 
• 320 Elm • 824 Sixth 
• 709 Fifth • 843 Sixth 
• 801 - 803 Fifth • 1024 East Wooster 
• Above Downtown Businesses 
• Brochure of Professional & Graduation Students AvolloWe 
• Revised Undergrad Brochure with Spring Discounts 
•Serving the DGSU Students for over 30 yeors 
Newlove Rentals 
328 S. Main (Our Only Office) 352-5620 
) 
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BG coaching candidates whittled to two 
□ Indiana's Dan Dakich and 
Iowa's Rich Walker, one of 
whom will be named BG's new 
men's basketball coach per- 
haps as early as Friday, each 
will visit campus over the next 
two days. 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BG News  
Two finalists have been named for the va- 
cant men's basketball coaching position at 
the University, with a new coach possibly in 
place as early as Friday. 
Either Dan Dakich, a player and current 
assistant for Bob Knight at Indiana, or Rich 
Walker, a longtime assistant coach at Iowa, 
will be named the 14th coach In Falcon histo- 
ry within the next five days. 
Bowling Green athletic director Ron 
Zwierlein announced the finalists via a 
release issued Tuesday. 
Dakich is expected to be on campus today 
with Walker following him on Thursday. The 
agenda for each likely includes a campus 
tour and meetings with Zwierlein and Uni- 
versity President Sidney Ribeau. 
A new coach could be named as soon as 
Friday morning and no later than early next 
week. 
Zwierlein Is attempting to fill the position 
vacated by Jim Larranaga, who accepted the 
head coaching position at George Mason 
University on April 1. 
Zwierlein, believed to be in transit from 
Iowa City, Iowa, where he met with Walker 
either Monday or early Tuesday, could not 
be reached for comment. 
Both finalists have Bowling Green ties. 
Walker, 47, lettered at BG for three years 
(1969-71) and served as co-captain his senior 
season when he averaged 20.1 points per 
game. He also served as a BG assistant 
coach for one season. 
A member of the BGSU Athletic Hall of 
Fame since 1994, Walker has been an assis- 
tant at Iowa since 1990. 
Dakich, 34, played at Indiana from 1982-85 
and has been an assistant coach since 1987. 
He has been Knight's top assistant since 
1990. 
His father, Tom, lettered for legendary 
BG coach Harold Anderson from 1955-56. 
Daklch's name has been in the hopper for 
several openings around college basketball 
this year. He was a finalist for both the 
Wright State and Jacksonville positions, but 
withdrew his name late in those searches. 
An Indiana University representative said 
Tuesday that Dakich was out of his office 
until Thursday. 
Dakich was only a recent addition to the 
list of candidates for the BG position and had 
not been even mentioned ~ by the media or 
by Zwierlein himself - until late last week. It 
is believed that Knight contacted Zwierlein 
late last week to lobby on Daklch's behalf. 
Other names that have been considered 
include Detroit assistant coach David Greer, 
Wayne State coach Ron Hammye and Oak- 
land University coach Greg Kampe - all BG 
graduates. All three met with Zwierlein last 
week, as did current Falcon assistant Keith 
Noftz. 
Falcons waste Wolf s efforts 
□ BG pitcher Jennifer 
Wolf gets tagged for 
two losses at Miami de- 
spite allowing only one 
earned run. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
OXFORD - Same pitcher on 
the mound, same old story. 
Bowling Green pitcher Jen- 
nifer Wolf tossed two more gems 
yesterday at Miami, but only had 
two losses to show for it as the 
Redskins made the Falcons pay 
for defensive mistakes by pre- 
vailing 4-3 and 3-1. 
Wolf allowed only one earned 
run all day long - but it was a 
costly one. Miami's Jen Abram- 
son touched the BG senior for an 
RBI double in the bottom of the 
ninth Inning In the first game to 
give Miami the victory. 
The game stretched into extra 
frames after the Redskins man- 
aged two two-out runs in the bot- 
tom of the seventh. 
The first three runs of the 
contest were unearned, as were 
all three runs Wolf permitted in 
the nightcap. 
"She's doing her job," Miller- 
Reif said. "When you're not back- 
ing her up with the bats and in 
the field, it's tough to get a win." 
Early on, it looked as though 
the Falcons were going to carry 
the momentum gained from 
Monday's second-game offensive 
explosion vs. Detroit into their 
twinbill with their Mid-American 
Conference nemesis. 
With the score knotted at one in 
the top of the fifth, Miller-Reif 
took a deep breath and made one 
of the gutsiest calls of the year 
from her third-base coaching 
box. 
Center fielder Jenny Ranz had 
led off with a bunt single, stole 
second, and advanced to third on 
an error. One out later, left field- 
er Pam Kreuz battled to a full 
count and Miller-Reif put on the 
sign: suicide squeeze. 
Kreuz executed the bunt flaw- 
lessly, and Ranz slid in well 
ahead of the tag. 
"I had Jenny Ranz on third, and 
she's got speed," Miller-Reif 
said. "And I had Pam Kreuz at 
the plate, and the one thing I'm 
totally confident in is her ability 
to get the ball down. 
'it took some guts. It was get- 
ting late in the game, and we had 
to do something." 
Kreuz scurried to second with 
heads-up baserunning after no- 
ticing no Redskin was covering 
the bag. She scored on shortstop 
Colleen Bates' single, and BG 
was up 3-1. 
The Falcons almost made it 
stick. Wolf got two quick groun 
clouts to open the seventh, and 
was one out away from her sixth 
victory of the year. 
But Miami center fielder Holly 
Naymick reached base on an er 
ror, and Abramson followed with 
a base hit. Second baseman Tara 
Laposa lined a shot to center, 
knocking In Naymick, and Ranz 
misplayed the ball, letting 
Abramson score to send the 
game to extra innings. 
BG had runners on third in 
both the eighth and ninth innings, 
but couldn't convert. Pinch run- 
ner Rhonda Fett was doubled off 
after a Missy Phillips line drive 
in the eighth. Ranz, after belting 
a one-out triple In the ninth, was 
gunned down at the plate trying 
to score on third baseman Erin 
Zwinck's grounder to short. 
First baseman Amy Hamilton 
was 3-for-4 for BG, while Ranz, 
Kreuz and Bates each collected a 
pair of hits. 
Wolf gave the Falcons nine 
strong innings, striking out five 
while allowing nine hits. 
Miller-Reif pulled another 
rabbit out of her hat when she 
filled out the lineup card for the 
second game. She sent Wolf back 
to the hill. 
"She was throwing well," Mil- 
ler-Reif said. "She was keeping 
them off-balance." 
Wolf sailed until the fourth, not 
permitting any Miami baserun- 
BC New. Ph«. by Amy V«n Horn 
Falcon pitcher Jennifer Wolf allowed only one earned run in 15 in- 
nings of work yesterday at Miami. The two-time All MAC selection has 
permitted just three earned runs in her last 29 innings of work, but has 
an 0-4 record to show for those last four contests. 
ners past second. But then the 
wheels fell off for BG. 
Redskin catcher Erica Riley 
walked to open the inning. She 
made it to second on a ground 
ball after BG shortstop Wendy 
Nicholson's throw to the base 
went errant. Another Miami 
single loaded the bases. 
Wolf got a called strikeout for 
the second out, but Naymick an- 
swered by ripping a double to 
deep left that cleared the bases, 
chalking up three unearned runs. 
"One   hit,"   Miller-Reif   said. 
"One hit makes the difference in 
the game." 
It would be all Miami pitcher 
Kim Carroll would need, as she 
went seven strong, allowing only 
two hits. The one run she was 
touched for was unearned also. 
Wolf scattered six hits over her 
six innings of work, as her season 
record dips to 5-13. 
^ 
Finalists 
One ot these two men will take the reins of the 
Falcon basketball program. Both have previous 
ties to the University: 
• Dan 
Dakich 
Indiana 
assistant 
coach since 
1987; former 
Hoosler player 
under Bob 
Knight; father 
played for BG 
In mid '50s. 
Dakich tours the campus today while Walker is expected ot tour 
Thursday. The candidates will meet with athletic director Ron Zwierlein 
and University President Sidney Ribeau during their on-campus visits. 
A decision could come as soon as Friday morning. 
BG News Graphic by Scon Brown 
Golfers disappointed 
by weekend tourneys 
□ The Falcon golf 
teams struggled at 
the Lady Lion Invita- 
tional and the Kroger 
Xavier Invitational. 
By   WILLIAM   SANDERSON 
and MATT SPECHT 
The BG News  
This weekend America's at- 
tention was turned toward 
golf. While Tiger Woods was 
winning the Masters, the 
Bowling Green golf teams 
competed in a couple of dis- 
appointing tournaments. 
Bowling Green's men came 
in 12th out of IS teams in the 
Kroger Xavier Invitational, in 
Cincinnati on Monday. The 
women's team came in 14th in 
Penn State's Spring Lady Lion 
Spring Invitational over the 
weekend. 
At the Xavier tournament, 
the men scored a 308 on the 
first round, before improving 
to an even 300 for the second. 
Their total of 608 was 35 
strokes behind the eventual 
winner Georgetown. 
Although the male Falcons 
didn't place well as a team, 
they did have some good indi- 
vidual performances. 
"Considering that I was 
looking for individual per- 
formances, they did pretty 
well," Falcon head coach Todd 
Brunsink said. "I was particu- 
larly pleased with the per- 
formance of Otto Larson. For 
an openning round without a 
practice round we did all 
right." 
Larson had the Falcons' top 
finish with a tie for 24th. The 
sophomore had rounds of 76 
and 72 for a total of 148, eight 
strokes above par. 
Sophomore Ian Windsor and 
senior Jason Carbone finished 
In ties for 31st and 39th, re- 
spectively. Windsor shot a 150, 
and Carbone had a 152. David 
and Mike Kotsos finished with 
totals of 158 a,id 166, respec- 
tively. 
The Individual champion 
was Butler's Ben Weaver. His 
total of 139 was the only score 
that was under par. 
The Xavier tournament was 
BG's first of the spring 
season. They'll compete at the 
Legends of Indiana Intercol- 
legiate tournament Friday and 
Saturday. Monday, they travel 
to Dayton for the Wright State 
Invitational. 
The Falcon women shot a 
703 at the two-day lion Invita- 
tional. They played in the cold 
and the rain on Saturday 
shooting a 358, before improv- 
ing 13 strokes on Sunday. BG 
finished a distant 72 shots be- 
hind the winner and host, Penn 
State. 
"The team had one its 
poorest performances of the 
year," said Brunsink. "The 
second day was better. " 
The Nittany Lions had an 
obvious home advantage. The 
tournament was played at the 
Penn State Blue Golf Course. 
Despite that, Penn State was in 
third place after Saturday's 
play. However, Yale and 
Longwood College had a diffi- 
cult Sunday, allowing Penn 
State to emerge with the win. 
Bowling Green was led by 
Shawna Weaver, who finished 
in 21st place. Weaver im- 
proved her first round score 
by eight to finish with a 164. 
"... Shawna Weaver didn't 
play well the first day, she 
shot an 86 in the rain, but she 
shot a 78 on the second day." 
Other Falcon scores were: 
Heidi Hanson with a 175, Amy 
Miller, 179, Missy Hinds, 188 
and Lindsey Casterline, 196. 
"I Improved 11 shots from 
• See GOLF, page seven. 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
GET INVOLVED!! 
USG IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR CABINET 
POSITIONS FOR THE 1997-98 SCHOOL YEAR! THERE ARE 
MANY WAYS TO BE INVOLVED- 
USG Intern 
Public Relations 
Faculty Liaison 
Administrative Assistant 
Treasurer 
Student Welfare Coordinator 
Non-Traditional Student Liaison 
Academic Affairs Coordinator 
University Committees Coordinator 
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator 
National, State, and Community Affairs 
Applications are available in 404 Student Services and are due 
back by April 18th at 5pm. If you would like more information 
about these positions please call the USG Office at 372-8116. 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
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BG women's track team runs all over Toledo 
□ The Falcons' wom- 
en's track team domi- 
nated Toledo this 
weekend, picking up 11 
first place finishes. 
By BRETT THOMPSON 
The BC News  
The Toledo Rockets got blown 
away twice yesterday. First by 
the infamous Bowling Green 
wind and then by the Bowling 
Green women's track team. 
The Lady Falcons overcame 
the windy conditions to easily 
outdistance the Rockets, winning 
by a score of 106-39. 
BG racked up 11 first place and 
IS second place finishes in the 
surprisingly dominant perform- 
ance. 
Heather Nordgren led the Fal- 
con attack by breaking the school 
record in the hammer throw. 
Nordgren took first in the 
hammer throw with a tremen- 
dous throw of 157 feet, 8 inches, 
breaking her previous record of 
153 feet, 1 inch set last season. 
Clarice Gregory also came 
through with a fine performance, 
notching wins in both the 
100-meter dash and the 
200-meter dash. 
GOLF    
"Clarice had a big double win," 
BG coach Steve Price said. "She 
had to run into the wind, so her 
times weren't as fast, but she ran 
very well against some tough 
competition." 
Nikki Sturzinger also had a big 
day for BG. Sturzinger grabbed 
firsts in both the discus and the 
shot put, then finished second in 
the Javelin with a personal re- 
cord of 146 feet, 1 inch. 
Despite her efforts, though, 
Sturzinger could not outthrow 
teammate Emily Cokinos. Co- 
kinos once again bested her per- 
sonal record with a throw of 160 
feet, 7 inches. 
Nikki Litz came back strong 
from an early season slump in 
the triple jump. Litz took first 
place with a jump of 36 feet, 2 in- 
ches after struggling in her last 
two meets. 
"It's nice to see Nikki Litz 
jumping well again," Price said. 
"She hasn't jumped well for a 
few weeks, and she won the triple 
jump. That was a big boost for 
her and for our team. I was ex- 
tremely happy to see that." 
Julie Niekamp finished just 
behind Litz in the triple jump 
with a jump of 35 feet, 8.5 inches. 
She also placed second in the 
high jump by clearing 5 feet, 1 
inch. 
Other firsts for BG included 
Nikki Monroe in the 1500-meter 
run, Tracy Hill in the 400-meter 
run, Michelle Mueller in the 
800-meter run and the Falcon 4 X 
400-meter relay team. Becky 
Bamett captured two seconds in 
the 400 and the long jump. 
"The kids did well in a difficult 
meet," Price said. "In some of the 
events, we didn't have a lot of 
competition. We are also coming 
off the big meet In Tennessee and 
looking ahead to a big meet this 
weekend in Kalamazoo. It's hard 
to get mentally up for this. But 
the girls did. They rose to the oc- 
casion, and I was very pleased 
with that." 
The only low point of the meet 
was the poor attendance. Price 
was disappointed that the team 
could not get more support. 
"It was a nice day; the weather 
was beautiful, and it was a good 
track meet against neighboring 
rivals," Price said. "It was our 
last home meet, and there were 
several national class perfor- 
mers out there on the track to- 
day. It was surprising that there 
weren't more people in the 
stands. Nonetheless, the girls 
performed well." 
The Falcons travel to Kalama- 
zoo this weekend for the MAC 
Relay Championships. 
Continued from page six. 
Saturday to Sunday," Hanson 
said. "The main reason was 
the rain on Saturday and a 
goal I had in mind. That goal 
was to shoot under 85. 
"We played 17 holes in a 
constant rain," Hanson con- 
tinued. "It wasn't a downpour, 
but it wasn't a mist either." 
The   women's    team    is 
already down to their final 
tournament of the year. Sat- 
urday and Sunday they will 
compete in the Illinois Spring 
Invitational. 
Robinson honored by 
entire baseball world 
The Associated Press 
Robinson became the first black 
player in the majors, baseball re- 
tired his number in tribute Tues- 
day night, saying No. 42 will be- 
long to the sports pioneer "for 
the ages." 
With   President   Clinton   and 
Robinson's widow, Rachel, stand- 
ing at home plate, acting com- 
missioner Bud Selig announced 
that baseball was retiring the 
number the late Hall of Famer 
wore throughout his career. 
"The day Jackie Robinson 
stepped on a major league field 
will forever be remembered as 
baseball's proudest moment," Se- 
lig said. "Major league baseball 
is retiring No. 42 in tribute to his 
great achievements and for the 
significant contributions he 
made to society. 
"No. 42 belongs to Jackie Rob- 
• See ROBINSON, page nine. 
BG N«wi Phau by C.lmm Flcmlni 
The Falcons beat Toledo by leaps and bounds, posting an overwhelming 106-39 score. 
_ Summer Help 
+m    Wanted! 
BGSU Dining Services is seeking 
BGSU students Only* to work 
during the summer. 
Employment Available May 12 through August 9, 1997. 
To Apply: 
Pick up an application at any of the following locations: 
•Commons Dining Center 
•Amani Down Under 
•Founders Keepers Food Court 
•Kreischer Sundial Food Court 
•McDonald Dining Center 
•University Union (Call 372-2641 
and speak.with a manager) 
•Student Employment 
•Dining Services Central Office 
(200 Centrex Bldg.) 
* High School students 16 years and older may also apply 
by calling Barbara Erisman at 372-7938 
Questions: Call 372-2891 
BECKLEY CARDY 
GROUP 
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL 
ts looking for 200 warehouse workers & 
customer service or order entry workers.' 
We offer: 
• Seasonal staff - $6.00 per hour 
• Shift premium - $.30 per hour 
• First. Second and Third Shifts make it easy 
to fit in anybody's schedule 
Start as early as April & work thru October 
Take your finals knowing that you have a 
seasonal position when you finish 
• We will work with you lo fit our company 
needs into your personal needs 
BECKLEY CARDY GROUP 
100 Paragon Parkway • Mansfield, OH 44903 
Mike McKibben £ BECKLEY 
419-589-1805      ^VW CARDY 
Judy Peters 
419-589-1415 
15! GROUP' 
Everything for School 
Case Manager 
Unison Behavioral Health Group is seeking Case 
Managers to work with adults with chronic mental 
illness. Duties will include providing assistance with 
the social, vocational, economic, and environmental 
needs of assigned clients and assisting in their ability 
to live in the community. 
Qualified candidates must have Ohio Counselor or 
Social Worker license. Consideration will be given to 
candidates who will graduate with a BSW degree in 
May or June 1997 who have passed the LSW test. 
Send resume with cover letter to: 
Human Resource Director-CM 
Unison Behavioral Group, Inc. 
P.O. Box 10015 
Toledo, OH 43699-0015 
u 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
uuson 
Behavioral Health Group 
Cuyshoca 
( 'iniiiiiinil\ 
College ' 
mooilKl    it 
POWER 
Make waves with 
summer classes at Tri-C 
Summer is a great time to take those courses that don't fit into your regular 
schedule: introductory courses, lab courses that take extra hours and other 
general electives. Tri-C is very affordable at only $39.80 per credit hour for 
Cuyahoga County residents. 
Take courses days, evenings and/or weekends at one of our three convenient 
campuses, by television or you may elect an independent learning course. For 
more information, a summer schedule book and/or an express registration 
kit, call the campus nearest you. 
Eastern Campus, Highland Hills 987-2024 
Metropolitan Campus, Cleveland 987-4200 
Western Campus, Parma 987-5150 
Classes start 
Monday, June 23 ^^O 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
■ "»« i mi iin . 
mi «•••• tiiiiuimiiiiiiii' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
rtXMl    HOUSING 
Of»o«iuNir» 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
I ) 
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J^JAZZ NIGHT * f 
19 and Over Every Night 
Dine In or Carry Out 
CAFE 
"Good Cookin' - Cowboy Style" 
353-CALL 
Open 11:00-3:00 Mon.-Sat., and Friday nights 'til 9:00 
109 North Main Street, Downtown Bowling Green, OH 
Day four of charity week 
Hypnotist and 
Personal Numerology 
Thomas Bresadola 
Thurs. April 17, 1997 
Personal Numerology: 
11:00a.m.-2:00p.m. 
Mac Breezeway 
Hypnotist: 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Mac Countryside 
$1 or 1 can food item        First 250 people to see the hypnotist 
For more info call 2-7164 will receive a free give-a-way. 
April 24th, 1997 
CONVENIENCE MART 
OBEENVKOOO CfcNTRE 1KB £ WuuMr (L JU-M43 
Barney's Features 
North South 
1091 N Mam      996 S Main 
352-2430 352-0534 
Greenwood Centre 
1602E. Wooster 
352-3443 
(COM 
Super Lotto • Charge all purchases 
The Number 'Including Gas 
Instant Lottery • Money Orders: 49< 
OPEN 24 HOURS! 
Inside Greenwood Centre. 
JMC \mms\ «*^*** 
"My So Called Life- 
Style" 
Come meet Wilson Cruz from 
"My So Called Life" 
as part of BGLAD Week 
April 18, 1997, 8:00 • 9:30 p.m. 
@ Mac Countryside 
Any questions? Call 2-7164 
tf$W5TE*SP0UR 
* NP"     -1» FLAVORS ON TAP' .,!>( 
m&mr 
21 + 
Over 
Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night 
Tuesday:    $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night 
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders 
uf.Ja.aJm. Hoppu Hour    Enjoy our games: Darts, Air 
Wednesday.     ^g pm       Hockey, Shuffle Board, Pool. 
Thursdav* Ladies night, Happy Hour Prices all night & 
.. everyThurs  Dance to the _^^ 
Midnight Marauders 
Friday:   Live Music every other weekend 
Saturday: Live Music every other weekend 
No Cover 
Except 
Band 
Nights 
BG Ruggers win another MAC title 
□ Overtime heroics 
save the Falcons from 
losing their first title in 
16 years. 
By MIKE GRIM 
The BG News 
It was an impossible kick from 
an impossible distance and at an 
impossible angle. It was just one 
of three dramatic plays that ena- 
bled the Bowling Green State 
University rugby team to stage a 
stunning come-from-behind, 
sudden death victory. In the pro- 
cess, the ruggers nailed down 
their 16th straight Mid-American 
Conference club rugby cham- 
pionship. 
"I have to admit that we cer- 
tainly know how to show our fans 
a good time," said Falcon head 
coach Roger Mazzarella. "As a 
coach, I'd prefer a 100-0 blowout, 
but the fans just love a good, old- 
fashioned nail-biter." 
A nail-biter is just what the 
Falcon ruggers seemed de- 
termined to deliver. For 59 of the 
game's regulation 60 minutes, 
Bowling Green sleepwalked its 
way through what was looming 
as a 14-7 loss to Central Michi- 
gan. The Falcons only scoring 
had come on a Tony Mazzarella 
try and conversion kick. 
"We couldn't tackle, couldn't 
catch a ball, couldn't finish a 
play," Mazzarella said. 
Add a very agressive Chip- 
pewa squad to the mix, and you 
have the recipe for the end to a 
championship string that began 
when Mazzarella was still play- 
ing and Ronald Reagan was in his 
second year as president. 
"Then, it was as if someone 
flicked a switch and turned Cen- 
tral off and us on," Mazzarella 
said. 
When Kevin Kline swept the 
NBA Standings 
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Divisiisi 
W L Pet 
59 20 .747 
54 25 684 
45 34 570 
41 38 .519 
24 55 J04 
21 58 .266 
14     65      .177 
y-Mmirn 
x New York 
x Orlando 
Washington 
New Jersey 
Philadelphia 
Boston 
z Chicago 
X Atlanta 
x-Charlotte 
x Detroit 
Cleveland 
Indiana 
Milwaukee 
Toronto 
Central Division 
69     11 
55    24 
53     26 
52     27 
40    39 
39    40 
I 32    47 
28     52 
WESTERN t » *N*I KtrsM I 
Midwest Division 
.863 
.696 
.671 
.658 
506 
494 
.405 
350 
I Utah 
x- Houston 
x Minnesota 
Dallas 
Denver 
San Antonio 
Vancouver 
W L 
61 18 
55 25 
39 40 
23 56 
Pet 
.772 
.494 
.291 
.253 
253 
163 
20 59 
20 59 
13 67 
Pacific Division 
54 25      .684 
54 25 
46 33 
39 41 
.684 
582 
.488 
450 
.418 
375 
CB 
5 
14 
18 
35 
38 
45 
115 
15.5 
165 
285 
295 
365 
41 
CB 
6.5 
22 
38 
41 
41 
485 
155 
185 
21 
245 
x I. A leakers 
x-Seattle 
x Portland 
X'Phoenix 
X-L.A. Clippers     36    44 
Sacramento 33    46 
Golden Stale 30    SO 
z-clinched conference title 
y clinched division title 
x clinched playoff berth 
Tursrlsy's Games 
Late Game Not Included 
Atlanta 109. New Jersey 101 
Utah 127. Phoenix 122 
Milwaukee 92, Toronto 85 
Houston 12.1.1. A Clippers 119 
San Antonio at Seattle, (n) 
Wednesday's Games 
Charlotte at Boston, 7 pm 
Atlanta at New York, 7:30 p.m. 
Philadelphia at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m. 
Indiana at Washington, 7:30 p.m. 
Orlando at Cleveland. 7:30 p.m 
Milwaukee at Detroit, 7:30 p m 
Chicago at Miami, 8 p.m. 
Dallas a: Minnesota, 8 p.m. 
Denver at Portland, 10 pm 
Ihunday's Games 
Seattle at Denver,9p.m. 
Golden State at Utah, 9 pm. 
Portland at Vancouver, 10 p.m. 
Sacramento at LA. Lakers, 10:30 p.m. 
Paste by Reger Mazzarella 
Fullback Tony Mazzarella breaks a tackle to score the winning try in BG's dramatic come-from-behind 
sudden death victory. 
ball wide left, he was stopped, 
and made a movement to the 
right that saw the ball handled by 
eight different players before 
flanker Gary Flke crashed 
through the last Central defender 
to score In the corner of the end 
zone. 
Still trailing 14-12, it was up to 
fullback Tony Mazzarella to 
make a 45-yard conversion kick 
from the sideline. He landed a 
massive boot to split the uprights 
at the final whistle. The kick 
would send the game into sudden 
death 
Designed to produce a quick 
score, the overtime rules send 
eight of each team's 15 players l> 
the sideline. Nonetheless, 
1(1 minute period turned into a ti- 
tanic defensive struggle with 
neither team able to advance un- 
til Chippewa Fullback Andy 
Praether broke a tackle and 
seemed headed 75 yards unim- 
peded towards paydirt 10 yards 
NHL Standings 
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
W L T 
45 23 14 
45   24 
z-New Jersey 
x Philadelphia 
x Florida 
x-N.Y. Rangers 
Washington 
Tampa Bay 
NY. Islanders 
Pts GF GA 
104 231 182 
13 103 274 217 
35 28 19 89 221 201 
38 34 10 86 258 231 
33 40 9 7S 214 231 
32 40 10 74 217 247 
29   41    12   70   240 250 
Northeast Division 
W 1. T Pts GF GA 
y Buffalo 40 30 12 92 237 208 
x Pittsburgh 38 36 8 84 285 280 
x-Ottawa 31 36 IS 77 226 234 
x Montreal 31 36 IS 77 249 276 
Hartford 32 39 11 75 226 256 
Boston 26 47 9 61 234 300 
WESTERN <<»MfERIN<t 
Central Division 
W   L    T Pts GF GA 
y-Dallas 48   26   8 104 252 198 
x Detroit                38   26   18 94 253 197 
x-Phoenix              38   37   7 83 240 243 
x St Louis             36   35   11 83 236 239 
x Chicago              34   35   13 81 223 210 
Toronto                  30   44   8 68 230 273 
Pacific Division 
W   L T 
z Colorado 49   24 9 
x-Anaheim 36   33 13 
xF.dmon'on 36   37 9 
Vancouver 35   40 7 
Calgary 32   41 9 
Los Angeles 28   43 11 
SiuiJose 27   47 8 
/conference champion 
y-division champion 
x qualified for playoffs 
Saturday's Games 
Ottawa 1. Buffalo 0 
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 3, tie 
Washington 6. NY Islanders 2 
Toronto 4, Calgary 1 
Los Angeles 4, San Jose 1 
Vancouver 5, Edmonton 4 
Pts GF GA 
107 277 205 
85 245 233 
81 252 247 
77 257 273 
73 214 239 
67 214 268 
62   211 278 
Sunday's < 
Boston 7, Pittsburgh 3 
Hartford 2, Tampa Bay 1 
St. Louis 3, Detroit 1 
Chicago 5, Dallas 2 
Washington 8, Buffalo 3 
Philadelphia 5, New Jersey 4 
Los Angeles 4. Colorado 2 
End Regular S 
Si 
Better ingredients, Better Plzzo 
12th Anniversary Sole!!! 
2 for $12 for 12 cloys 
Only 5 days left!!! 
14" 
o topping 
pizza sf 
Good from 4/9 - 4/20 
353-7272 
(PBPHj 
826 S. Main 
dodged his way through most of 
the Central defense, before div- 
ing into the corner to give the 
Falcons a 19-14 victory. 
'Tony's (Mazzarella) a danger- 
ous man to let loose in your back- 
field," Central captain Steve Bell 
said. "Give him a crack of day- 
light and he's gone. 
"BG is a great team, and if you 
let your guard down the least 
little bit, they'll burn you," Bell 
added. "I've enjoyed playing BG 
the past four years. There isn't 
any dishonor in losing to a team 
that good." 
out, he inexplicably hoisted the 
ball in the air and began to high- 
step his way to the end zone. This 
slowed his progress enough to 
give Kline, who had run the en- 
tire width of the field, time to 
catch up and bring Praether 
down inches short of the goal line 
as time ran out. 
Receiving the second overtime 
kickoff, forwards Beau Yoshida, 
Jeff Cellio and Fike rucked and 
mauled their way upfield, chew- 
ing up massive chunks of real es- 
tate. Taking a pass from Cellio, 
Mazzarella   then   weaved   and 
I Sports Briefs 
Baseball team sweeps season from Michigan 
The Falcons exploded for nine runs In the fifth inning yester- 
day afternoon to take the second game of the season from the 
Michigan Wolverines, 16-3. 
Freshman Joe Cheney got the win, going five innings and giv- 
ing up two earned runs and just three hits. 
Six Falcons had multipe-hit days. Aaron Mora and Matt Mlyn- 
arek topped the list with three hits apeice. They collected three 
RBIs and two RBIs, respectively. 
Junior hitting leader Brian Cannon had both of his hits in the 
huge fifth inning, notching an RBI-double and a two-run single. 
Bob Niemet, Matt Smiley and Jason Calvin each added two hits. 
The Falcons improve their overall record to 16-14. The Wolver- 
ines' record falls to 22-13 on the season. 
Linescore: 
BG20209210016 171 
UM020100000342 
American League National League 
Baltimore 
Boatoa 
Detroit 
Toronto 
New York 
Milwaukee 
Kansas City 
Minnesota 
Cleveland 
Chicago 
Seattle 
Oakland 
Anaheim 
Texas 
JJ18- 
538 
500 
.444 
.417 
East Division 
W L      Pet 
9 2 
7 6 
7 7 
4 5 
5 7 
Central Division 
W L       Pet. 
S 4 
5 S 
6 7 
5 7 
3 8 
West Division 
W L       Pet. 
8 5 
7 6 
5 6 
4 5 
East Division 
W     L 
556- 
500 
.462 
.417 
.273 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 
CB 
5 
1 
1.5 
3 
.615- 
538 
.455 
Atlanta 
Florida 
Montreal 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Houston 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
St. Louis 
Chicago 
Colorado 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
San Diego 
10 
8 
4 
3 
3 
GB Pet. 
.769 - 
.667 1.5 
.400 4.5 
.250 6.5 
Central Division 
w L     Pa. 
8 5 
5 6 
5 8 
4 8 
0 11 
Wat Division 
W 1. Pet 
9 3 .750 
9 3 .750 
8 3 .727 
7 5        583 
GB 
.615 - 
.455 2 
385 3 
333 35 
.000 7 
Tuesday's Games 
tale Gams Not Included 
Detroit 3. Milwaukee 1 
Boston 7, Oakland 2 
Seattle 8, Cleveland 4 
Baltimore 3. Minnesota 1 
Kansas City at Toronto (n) 
Anaheim at NY. Yankees (n) 
Chicago White Sox at Texas (n) 
Wednesday's Games 
Cleveland (Ogea  2-0)  at   Boston (Avery 
0-1), 6:05 p.m. 
NY.   Yankees (Cone 0-1) at  Milwaukee 
(D'Amico 0-0), 7:05 p.m. 
Seattle (Johnson 1-0) at Detroit (Olivares 
1-0), 70S p m 
Oakland (Mohler 0-1) at Toronto (Person 
MX, 735 p.m. 
Texas (Burkett 0-1) at Kansas City (Bevil 
0-1), 80S p.m. 
Anaheim   (Watson    0-1)   at    Minnesota 
(Robertson 1 -OX &0S p. m. 
Baltimore (Boskie 00) at Chicago White 
Sox (Drabek 0-1), 8:05 p.m. 
TtBaday-s Games 
Last Games Not Included 
Colorado 10, Chicago Cubs 7 
Pittsburgh 3, San Diego 2 
St. I ouis 9. Florida 3 
San Francisco 8, Philadelphia 4 
Atlanta 3. Cincinnati 0 
Los Angelas at N. Y. Mats (n) 
Montreal at Houston (n) 
Wednesday's Gamrs 
Cincinnati (Smiley 1 1) at Atlanta (Maddux 
1 IX 1:10pm 
Ins Angeles (Martinez 1-1) at NY  Mats 
(Heed 0-01. 140pm 
Colorado (Bailey   1-0)  at  Chicago  Cubs 
(Castillo 0-21. 220 p.m. 
San Diego (Valenzuela 0-1) at Pittsburgh 
(Cooke 11). 7:05 pm. 
St. Louis (Osborne 0-1) at Florida (Rapp 
1 0). 705 p m 
San Francisco (Rueter 1-0) at Philadelphia 
(Schilling 2 IX 7fflp.nl 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
530 352-9378 S. MAPLE ST. 
Now Leasing 
Summer & Fall 
Fox Run * Haven House Manor 
Piedmont * Birchwood Place 
Mini Mall * Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing * Houses 
(Indoor floated swimming pool, sauna. 
HydraSpa 
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, 
complete 
locker room and shower facilities) 
All residents receive a membership to' 
'Cherrywood Health Spa 
M 
i I. i    I 
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ROBINSON 
Continued from page seven. 
inson for the ages." 
No other major professional 
sport has honored one of its 
players in a similar fashion. 
The game between the New 
York Mets and Los Angeles Dod- 
gers was halted after the fifth in- 
ning for 35 minutes as Clinton, 
using two canes, walked to home 
plate with Selig and Mrs. Robin- 
son. He waved to the near capaci- 
ty crowd and gave a thumbs-up 
sign   as   Secret   Service   men 
ringed the field. 
"It la hard to believe that it was 
SO years ago at Ebbets Field that 
a 28-year-old rookie changed the 
face of baseball and the face of 
America forever," he said. 
"Jackie Robinson scored the go- 
ahead run that day and we've all 
been trying to catch up ever 
since." 
With players from both teams 
standing in front of their du- 
gouts, Clinton saluted Robinson's 
contribution to his game and his 
country. 
"Today I think every American 
should say a special word of 
thanks to Jackie Robinson, 
Branch Rickey and members of 
that Dodgers team who made him 
one of their own and proved 
America is a better, stronger, 
richer country when we all work 
together and give everyone a 
chance," he said. 
"1 can't help thinking if Jackie 
was here with us tonight, he 
would say we have done a lot of 
good, but we can do better." 
Mrs. Robinson called the cele- 
bration "a great moment for all 
of us." 
"I believe that the greatest 
tribute that we can pay to Jackie 
Robinson is to gain new support 
for a more equitable society. And 
in this heady environment of uni- 
ty, It is my hope that we can 
carry his living legacy beyond 
this glorious moment," she said. 
After Selig's announcement, 
scores of red, white and blue bal- 
loons soared from behind the 
right field fence. 
The BG News 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
Hie BG Ncwi will nM knowingly «.tp< adicnihrmcMa 
thai iliitnminnK. ur tn.nOTgc.livnniiiuiKnigjinii.Kiy 
indi v .dual or group on ihc ban. of rac*. *c*. .<>l<.r crttd. 
religion, national origin, trjiuaj nncnunnn. ili.abihi) 
Haul* aa a veteran, or on ine faaui of any other legally 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Ri-l.1ion.Npa on I ha Road 
Thuraday 7:30 
AiNayH.il 
A.I AS. Hoaong Dr. Sharon Sulton Topic: 
'Mapping out a Mora Sustainable 
Earth Family.' 
Dale: April 18. Time: 6:00pm 
Place: 117 01 scamp 
AID • Alpha Lambda Delta • ALD 
-Spirit Week* 
Today - Adopt a Boc* Sp @ display in Union 
Thuri. Paint Splash & rock 9p 
Fri - Campus Alpha Lambda Delia Day 
OuesDons? Ask Meatier 2-4880 
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delia' ALD 
Beyond BG 
is Free 
CJO 
Speaker: Northeast Research 
Wed. Apnl 16th rmllSBA 
Internship information 
EARN A QUICK 150!!!! 
Design a Homecoming Logo 
"BGSU...There's No Place Like Home" 
330 Unon (UAOOflios) 
For more mlormationcall372-2343 
FALCON PALOOZA Sunday. April 20 Featur 
ing local bands. Lethartic Id, The Network. Bag 
Creek. Paperplate. The Crab Grass Boy/ 
Free Ice Skating lor Charity Week 
Fn. April 16.5:30-7 30pm 
Ice Arena 
Admission charge: 1 canned lood ilem 
Suggested $1 donation lor skate rental (money 
goes to chanty) 
Call 2-7184 tor more into, sponsored by UAO 
FREE MOVIES 
Come see Clerks andM.llr.1s 
on Friday April 18 at 7 » 9pm 
inRmllSOIscamp 
sponsored by WFAL Radio 
GREEK WEEK 1997 
4/19 Kickoff al Beta-Banner contest begins 
4/23 Exchange Dinner and All Greek Tea 
4/24 Greek Sing 
4/2S Chanty Golt outng and Boi City 
4/26 Greek Olympics 
Al proceeds benefit habitat for humanity 
HSA-HSA'HSA-HSA 
Honors Student Association's Spring Cotlee 
Home. FREE 7:43 pm Thurs. Apnl 17 Honors 
Center in Basement ol Kreischer. II you would 
like to perform please call 372-8504. 
HSA'HSA'HSA'HSA 
LAW SOCIETY 
Speaker: Toledo Law School 
Wed Apr. 16th 9pm rm 117 BA 
Pizza provided 
Mike Raaky. Comedian 
Rasky is an openly gay comedian who wifl help 
celebrate BGl AD week! 
Sat April 19 7:30pm 
Mac Countryside 
Free 
Questions' Can 2-7164. sponsored by UAO 
SCEC Meeting 
Student Teachers Panel 
Wed Apnl 16 0915pm Ed 114 
Join us tor tne last meeting this year 
Spend the summer m E urope' 
Come A discover the Nantes summer program 
Thurs April 17|ri'nBA 1001 al 7pm  
Student Films Sought 
A tree showing ol the films wiW take 
place Wednesday. Apnl 23 in the 
Gteh Film Theater al 7pm. 
'Submissions due by Apnl 18 m 330 Union- 
Sponsored by UAO 
Thomas Bresadala 
Hypnotist-Personal Numerology 
April 17, Free Admission 
Hypnotist - 7-9pm. Mac Countryside 
Personal Numerology • 11am-2pm 
Mac Breezeway 
Ouestions'CaU 2-7164. sponsored by UAO 
UAO Spring Break UAO 
Hey Spnng Breakersl Come pick 
up your security depoails m 
330 University Union They 
will be available lor pack up 
Apnl 14-26 Thank you I 
UAO Sprang Break UAO 
L8Q"USG"USO 
GET INVOLVED 
Applications are now available in 
404 Student Services lor cabinet 
positions lor the 1997-96 school 
year. Applications ere due Fri. April I8th 
GET INVOLVED 
UGQ-USG-USO 
Wilson Crui from 'My So Called Lrle' 
Cruz will speak on his lite as a gay teen 
Fli.Apnlie. 8-9 30p.m. 
Mac Countryside 
FREE 
Questions?Call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost at Wendy's. 
Gold necklace w'gr and mother s diamonds 
Please call"1372-1527 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? 
Free Pregnancy Testa. Confidential A Canng 
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center. 
SKYDIVING CLASSES IN BOWLING GREEN 
STARTING APRIL 5TH. Student 6 Group dis 
counts  Visa. M/C accepted   SKYDIVE BG 
352-5200 
PERSONALS 
AAAl • NATIONAL DATING HOT-LINE" 
1 900 484 7009 ElL 1129. »2 99/mm 
Serv-U (619)645-8434 18- T- tone. 
AOIILU'DEANAAOH 
Roses are red. 
Vioieta are blue. 
Someone is 21. 
Happy Birthday to you 11 
Loveya. 
Melissa 
AOIIAOHAOIIAOII 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 1 
achot.rahlpe available from eporvsoretl! No 
prepaymente, everlll IttCeah tor col- 
leges*!. For Into: 1-800-243-2438  
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
Do you have a Summer Job? 
Is it related to your major/career goals? 
Come and regislor lor COOP 050 
a NO-COST transcript notation. 
Lends CREDIBltTY to your employment 
Co-op 310 SSBIdg -372-2451 details 
Chi-0"Beta"CN-0"8eta 
Bag Em- 
Congratulations on your lavaliering 
lo Beta's Joe Karabmus. 
We Love You i 
Your littles 
Michelle and Sarah 
Chi-0"Beta"CN-0"Beta 
EVENING ON THE BAYOU 
The French Moose. Thureday April 24 7PM 
live Cejun music, dancing, great Cafun food 
$7 00 bursarabte. reservations by 
Mon. Apnl 21.372-2671 
FORGOT TO ORDER 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS? 
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
READY IN 48 HOURSI 
HIGH QUALITY S 
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15 
BEE GEE BOOK STORE 
353 2252 
GREEK SPRING AWARDS 
'Many Different Strings. One Common Knot' 
On Sunday Apnl 20. 1997 
the Annual Spnng Awards 
will be held at the 
Lenhan Grand Ballroom 
7 00 Hors D'oeuvres Reception 
7:30 Awards Presentation 
GREEK SPRING AWARDS 
B G S presents 
LES BELLES 
SOEURS 
by Michel Tremblay 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
April 16- 19 at 8:00 p.m. 
April 20 at 2:00 p.m. 
For Reservations call 372-2719 
£ A T K [ 
GREEK WEEK IS COMINGM 
Ask Your Rep For Details 
Mka Rasky - Comedian 
Rasky is an openly gay comedian who will help 
ceieoraieBGLADWeek. 
Sal. Apnl 10 7:30pm 
Mac Countryi>0e 
Free 
Ouest>ons?CaI 2-71*4. sponsored by UAO 
Parnime employment with college benefit! 
you wont believe. The Ohio Air National 
Guard has Immediate part-time openings 
with full-time benefit!, tt you can use 
127,000 In school tuition, trie Toledo Air 
National Guard has a spot (or you. CALL 
NOW) 1-800-708-4068 or local 868-4068 
You'll be glad you did!  
SIG KAP ' SIG KAP ' S!G KAP 
Congratulations Sara Hawk on being 
chosen Sister ol the Weak and tor being 
an awesome Greek Week Representative I 
810 KAP • SIG KAP • SKJ KAP 
SIGMA KAPPA - KAPPA SK3MA 
The sisters ot Sigma Kappa would like 
to thank the brothers ol Kappa Sigma 
lor an awesome cookoutl We had a 
great Dmel 
SIGMA KAPPAa KAPPA SIGMA 
Sad saving lor a Rainy Day by opening a Hun* 
tlngton Bank Savings account at our office in 
the Student Union. By opening this account 
you wil be registered to wm aHuntlngton Golf 
Umbrella i 
The BGSU Fnends of the Library 
and the 
Libraries and Learning Resources 
Multicultural Affairs Committee 
cordially Hiviats you 
lo anend a reception in honor o' the 
First Annual Visual An Contest. 
Thursday. April 17,1997 
3:0010 5:00 PM 
The Pallister Conference Room 
.Jerome Library 
Refreshments will be served. 
The BGSU Fnends ol the Library 
and the 
Libraries and Learning Resources 
Multicultural Affairs Committee 
cordially mvi tes you 
to view the entries of the 
First Annual Visual An Contest 
Wednesday, Apnl 16,1997 
i 00 to 5 00 PM 
600 to 8:00 PM 
The Pallister Conferenoe Room 
|^|ffffffffffffffJarame|Ubrary^^^^^ 
They're   Back!   One   dozen   rose   bouquet. 
$14 95 cashn-carry.  Al the Flower Basket 
downtown while they last 
To Audrey. I love it when you feed me! From 
Audrey LITTLE SHOP IS COMING' 
Apnl 23-28372-2719 
UAO Spring Break UAO 
Hey Spnng Breakersl Come pick 
up your security deposits in 
330 University Union. They 
will be available lor pick up 
Apnl 14-28. Thank you I 
UAO Spring Break UAO 
Wilson Cruz from My So Called Life- 
Cruz will speak on his die as a gay taen 
Fn. April 18.8-9:30p.m. 
Mac Country side 
FREE 
Questions? Call 2-7184, sponsored by UAO 
WANTED 
i temale roommate. PLEASE rion-smoker pre- 
ferred, lor •97-96 school year Call Jenn 
■g>330 545-1542 or Amy @ 216 353-9123 
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 
FALL 17 SCHOOL YEAR. TO SHARE WITH 3 
OTHERS. LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
WITH AFFORDABLE RENT! CALL BECCA 
AT 2-19481 
2 • 4 sublease's needed tor summer & or next 
yea/. House close to campus in great condi 
Don CalKeiy or Erin 353-3245  
2 F. summer subisrs. needed tor 2 bdrm 
house. Share with one other person vary dose 
ID campus. Fum AC. no uol. Sl80/mo (OBO) 
352-5269. Emily, .Jen. M\.  
2 female subleasers needed. Summer 1997 
House ck>se to campus Cheap rent. Call Niki 
al 352-6627 
2 or more people to sublease 2 bdrm. unfcm. 
apL Very dose to campus. • Haven House Call 
3544250 
2-3 M/f summer subieaser for furnished apt. 
AX. tow rent, ukkMs induced, dose to cam 
pus. deanXall 354-8067  
Guitar Player, into Jeff Beck, looking for bass 
p'ayer 8 drummer to jam. CaH Chns 639-3623 
Roommate needed 97-98 school year 
Own bedroom, all furnished. 
Call 353-2192 
Student Films Sought 
A free showing of the films will take 
place Wednesday, Apnl 23 in the 
Gish Film Theater at 7pm 
'Submissions due by Apnl 18 m 330 Union' 
Sponsored by UAO 
subieaser needed asap 
8280vmo. ind. utss. 
Call Bnan & 354-7264. 
Subieaser (s) needed for summer. Village 
Green Apts. Rent $320 Call 353 ?261  
Subieaser needed. May Aug. $200 deposit 
$l60Vmo. + utilities. 
Call 353-1355 
Subieaser needed. Summer 1)7. 
Fall 97, or both Own bedroom 
A close to campus. 
Call 353-0465 
Summer subieaser needed. Campbell HI. 
Own room ft Irving space 
Call 352-3575 
Summer subieaser needed. May through Au- 
gust. Air cond townhousew/d A garage. $186 
mo plus upl Call Doug at 354-5054  
Summer subieaser needed Own room 
Call Lynn 354-1391. 
Summer subieaser. 2 bdrm, central air. bal- 
cony E«tra storage Call 352-1436 
Summer subleasers needed. Fox Run Apts. 
CalAngie 352-0581 
Summer sublsr wanted for excel I house, dose 
lo campus. Incredibly cheap rent. Nice, very 
spacious house. Call 352-9091 ft ask for Jason 
or Cnuck BETTER HURRY. IT'LL GO ( AS1 " 
WANTED 
One or two subleasers needed 
for this summer at University Courts 
Apartments (Located behind McDonalds) 
If interested call Kris ASAP-372-3309 
HELP WANTED 
MOLTEN CORPORATION 
A WORLD CLASS SUPPLIER OF RUB- 
BER 
AND PLASTIC PARTS 
NOW HIRING FOR SUMME R A FALL 
PART-TIME 
LESS THAN 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
$6 00 PE R HOUR TO START 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
For additional information 
please call 
 wwmi  
" Lawn maintenance " 
Full A pt time positions avail 
Call 352-5622 
$10008POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. 
Part   Time    At   Home    Toll   Frea   (1) 
800-216-9000 Ext R-20/6 for Listings 
SIMM's POSSIBLE TYPING 
Part    Time.    At   Home     Toll    Free     (i) 
800-216-9000. Ext T-2076 tor Listings 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
For into cal 301-429-1326 
" Cleaning A Miscellaneous Work 
at rental units starting May 12th tor 2 weeks 
Call3S3-0325orinquiraai3l6E. Marry St #3 
"Travel down south, work your bun off and get 
paid for k. Earn $2200 per month. Cal 
1 800-289-3646 
200 Summer jobs left: NY. PA. MAINE 
Teach/Summer Camps-swimming 
(WSl/LGT). sailing, windsurfing, canoe, water- 
ski, tenms. arts/crafts, baseball, basketball, 
gymnastics, outdoor edue. piano accompa 
nisi Artene Streisand 1 -600-443-6428  
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS 
needed! Private, coed summer camp in Po- 
cono Mtns, NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 
234BG. Kern .worm. NJ 07033 (906) 276-0998 
A fun place to work and life-long learning expe- 
riences await you at YMCA camps NISSO- 
KONE (resident camps OSCOOA. Ml) and 
Ohiyesa (day camp m Holy, Ml). Are you a car- 
ing, creative A an enthuaiassc person? Do you 
enjoy being outdoors A have prior experience 
working with children? Now hiring male A fe- 
male resident A day camp counselors, life- 
guards/swimming instructors, equestrian, arts 
ft crafts, nature A drama/music instructors. 
Applications avail, in Student Employment Of- 
fice or call Davd Marks at 810-887-4533. 
BGSU Women's Tennis 
Wednesday, April 16th 
vs. Kent/on 
ot 
Matches at Keefe Courts 
Admission is FR€€ to everyone 
WANTED! 
ADULT BASEBALL PLAYERS 
IM&OVKR/JO&OVKR 
IT \M PL VCKMKNT NO-CI I  I RYOLTS 
"LIVE THE DREAM"© PLAY REAL BASEBALL IN 
The National Adull Baseball Associalion/BOWUNG GREEN TOLEDO 
1111 MOST AFFORDABLE QUAI-ITY NATIONAL ADULT BASEBAIX PROGRAM 
FOR MORE INFO CALL (419) 669-3095 
PLAYERS. PL A YE R/UArW.F HS a TEAMS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND OUR 
1967 PLACEMENT OPEN TRVOUT SAT APRIL 19. 12 30 PM 
BOWLING GREEN STATE U FIELD HOUSE 
CALXraa naacnoati ■* .»■«.. ■»n«~«»"..Lewi muss ft in n'rr "r^rr-Ta Starrs 
_^__ ei la' *aao..al »d_* B— wbtl a.fc>naaar»Dan.i CJoiafla M Parana <*....—d 
PISANELLO'S 
Open Weekdays al 4 p.m. 
Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun 
203 N. MAIN, B.G. 3! 52-5166 
S 
A 
V 
E 
ENDS 
5/15/97 
I YOUR CHOICE 
I ANY 2 ITEMS 
, Sm $4.75 Large....$7.75 
SMed....$6.25 XLg $9.50 
(Best Value-12 Slices) 
Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00 
-—^ FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 I 
f \ NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER Of FER 
CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA 
COUPON EXPIRES ON 5/15/97 J I l^lZZur co 
VtfVVVVVVVWV^r,yVyVVeVWWVWVVVVafWVVVVVV> 
Units still available for fall '97 
R.E. Management 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 
•841 Eighrh Sr. •840/850 Sixth Sr. 
•Manville Ave •Campus Manor 
•825 Third Sr. «313 N. Main 
CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER RATES 
CALL US TODAY 
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE 
M-F 8 to 5 
SAT 8 to 12     , i 3 Railroad SI. 
352-9302 (next to Klnlco's) 
v^■vvvvvvvvvvvvvv^rrvvvvv^r»^i-arvv^rrfvvvvvvvve, 
Wednesday. 
April 16. 1997 
BGLAD Week 
April 14th--April 19th 
Schedule of Events Irani Day 
• Wear jeans lo Support Human Rights 
(Gay Rights - Human Rights) 
11:00am lo 9:00pm, Talk Show Feelival 
• Channel 4 in Academic Buildings and Main Library 
• Channel 59 In University Residences 
•  7:00pm, HOPE (HIV Outreach, Prevention and Education) Panel 
• McDonald East 
HiOOpm, Movie ■ Jeffrey 
• 1l5 0lscamp 
(Admission is FREE) 
115 Olscamp 
i Movie 
Education Materials 
Articles addressing issues ot sexual 
orientation have been placed on reserve 
at the Jerome Library.  To request the 
articles, provide the following call 
numbers to the Reserve Room librarian: 
HP01, Walker or SHARP. 
Mike Rasky 
Comedian 
BGLAD Week Entertainment 
Saturday, April 19 
7:30 p.m. 
Mac Countryside Room 
For more information, call 2-7164. 
TONIGHT AT THE 
UNION 
The Bowl-N-Greenery 
All You Can Eat 
PIZZA! 
Our pizza buffet includes your favorite varieties of 
pitta, complete soup & salad bar and beverages 
All For Only $5.20 
■Hours: 4:30-7:00 
The Pheasant Room 
All You Can Eat 
Spaghetti 
your dinner includes all you can eat spaghetti with our very 
own special sauce, tossed salad, dinner rolls & butter. $4.95 
Other sandwiches ctr dinners always available 
Hours: 4:30-7:00 
9dtal Card Accepted 4:30- 7:00 pm 
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am-l:30pm& 4:307:00 pm 
I i > 
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Anyone interested in applying lor MCtton editor 
lor the 1907AM Key Yearbook should stop by 
28 West Hal lor an application These are paid 
positions and reouva 5-10 nours per week 
Sections available include Academics, Cam- 
pus Life. Seniors. Sports and Sales ol Organi- 
zation and Greek Pages Contact Toby or Ann 
at 372-6086 tor more into. Deadline tor appiica- 
Dons is April 2*. 
Apartment cleaners needed. Starting May 5. 
$5 75/Tv Apply at Wmthrop Terrace Apts 400 
E. Napoleon Rd. 
AnENTION ALL MAJORS Make $6,300 this 
summer! Find out why P4G, IBM. and hun- 
dreds of others want students who have 
worked in our program. 05% Ol student using 
our placement office found career jobs last 
year Can 1-600-289-36*6 
Attention Lake County Residents 
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING 
APSCO International, a growth company with a 
Total Quality Envuonment and a winning team, 
has positions available lor all shifts. Our prod- 
uct! include printed circuit boards and electro 
mechanical assemblies that are used In DC 
motor controls, office equipment, welders, bat- 
tery cha/gers. industrial controls, computer 
networking cards. Etc We are hiring lor the fol- 
lowing positions: 
TesWrwjWeshooVrepair tech moans 
Quality Control 
Surface mount machine operators 
Through-hote machine operators 
Soldering (all levels) 
Senior prototype assembly 
Assembly 
Co-op, summer, and full ome posnons availa- 
ble.  Higher pay  for proven experience and 
substantial shift premiums for 2nd and 3rd. 
Send resume or apply at APSCO International 
3700 Lane Road Perry. Ohio 44081-9563 No 
phone calls.  We offer  a competitive wage 
package with Health   disability, and pension 
plans available AnEEOemployer.  
Babysitter dependable individual needed to 
babysit Mon - Thurs 8 30-6 May • August. 
Must love children, have own car. good dnvmg 
record, and references Please call Mary & 
352 6267 after 6. 
Babysitter wanted Occasional evenings or 
weekends for 2 children four and two years old. 
Call 419-666-3042. 
CAMP COUNSELORS FOR CAMP COUR- 
AGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP 
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETARD* 
TION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABltTfES. 
LOCATED IN WHITEHOUSE, OHIO A 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIAL ED- 
UCATION OR RECREATION MAJORS TO 
GET SOME PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE AND 
GET PA© FOR ITI CALL THE UNIVERSITY 
YMCA AT (419) 531-2612 TO APPLY  
Camp Staff 
flesidant camp for youd with diabetes. Work 
one or two weeks. Jury 3i August 23 Special 
ists and general staff positions Can COOA at 
614-486-7124 or 800-422-7946. 
Cashiers. Barney's/Subway 
Accepting applications, all 
shifts, pa/t-timetulltime 
Shift differential/medical 
benelits Apply in person 
996 S Mam St. BG 
Childcare Teachers 
for afternoon hours 
call 878-4190 
COUNSELORS   INSTRUCTORS needed! 
100 positional Coed summer camp. Pocono 
Mrs. PA. Good salary/rips i (908) 689-3339 
Counselors, cook, naturalists needed at co-ed 
summer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml Call 
313 8/6 6628 for more into 
Oaycare Administrator 
12 ♦ hours of early childhood development A 
psychology coursework required Background 
in early childhood preferred. Submit resumes 
to 
i7S50EulerRd 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Domino's Pizza is now hiring for all positions 
Part-time and toll-time flexible hours available 
Drivers earn $5.00mr. plus tips, mileage, meal 
discounts & more. Apply at the store, I6i6fl, 
E   Wooster St daily from 11 AM thru 6 30 PM 
EARN GREAT $ and valuable sales/mkt exp 
Memolink's memoboards are coming to BG1 
We need one highly motivated indiv. to direct 
our   sales    project     Contact   Dave    at 
688509-6313 
Foreman/Painter positions S6-9mr. 
Call Brian 1 800-390-46480x1 213. 
FuH-Dme ft part-time sales consultant. Availa- 
ble Mon. through Sat for plumbing showroom. 
Sales exp A interior design background help- 
ful. Send resume by April 16 to The Kohler 
Bath House. 125 E. Indiana Ave Perrysburg. 
OH 43551  
Gain sales experience next school year. The 
Key Yea/book is looking for students to sell 
yearbook pages to campus orgamzarjons and 
Greeks. These are paid positions and students 
will work 5-tO flexible hours a week. For more 
information call Toby or Ann at 372-0066 or 
stop py 28 West Hail tor an application  
HAVE FUN IN THE SUNI 
Student Painters is currently hinng production 
forrnan ft painters tor this summer. Hard work- 
ing, motivated students are needed in Toledo. 
Youngstown. AkrrjruCanton. Western Cleve- 
land Suburbs. Manor, Geneva. Lima. Dayton, 
Versailles. Chiiiicorte. ft Mwldietown. Call 
1-600-543-3792. 
Home City tee Company is now hinng lor these 
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers, 
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible 
schedules. Locations throughout all of Oho 
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at 
1 800 899-8070. 
BGRADIATORllMAGINE 
The Unique Boutique NOT Jil£I RADIATORS! 
We Are Now 
CERTIFIED lor A,C 
REPAR & RECHARGE 
•Heater Installation 
•Heater Cores 
•Water Pumps 
•Gas Tanks 
• General Auto Repair 
Sales, Installations 
and Repair 
352-5133 
520 S. MAPLE 
BOWLING GREEN 
Living Canvas Tatoo 
has arrived... 
Piercing & Tatooing 
in the Bank Vault.' 
VISIT OUR NEW STORE 
445 E. IrVooiler 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon Sat 119       Sunday 12-6 
352-3306 
LOOKING FOR A JOB 
IN GREATER CLEVELAND? 
Are you graduating in a few weeks and have no idea 
where to begin your search for employment?  Let the 
Greater Cleveland Growth Association's Job Seeker's 
Guide help you   The guide is a great way to start your 
search for employment in Greater Cleveland and 
includes 
•Job search tactics 
•Employment agencies 
•Greater Cleveland Largest Employers Directory 
The Largest Employers Directory itself puts you in touch with the 
names, addresses, phone numbers, and human resource contacts 
(where available) at approximately 1,300 Greater Cleveland com- 
panies Order the Job Seeker's Guide today for only $15 
Call the Research department of the Growth Association at (216) 
621-3300 ext. 56S and get your career off to a great start! 
GRADUATING CLASS 
SALES 
REPRESENTA TIVES I To become a successful diversified 
I global marketer of advanced tech- 
I oology manufacturing equipment, we 
! have relied on the expertise and loyalty of our professionals  As the 
I leader m our industry, we're driven to continuously increase our market 
I share   Due to continued growth and internal promotion we have the 
I following opportunities available in our Solon. Ohio offices 
I These positions require the "Best of the Best" of the graduating class 
IA highly motivated, dynamic individual who strives for perfection   Must 
I have a strong work ethic and communication skills   These positions 
I have a base salary of $25,000 - $28,000 plus bonuses benefits and 
401K plan  Actual earning potential up to $40,000 the first year 
I To apply, please send your resume to Stopol. Inc . Human Resources. 
P O Box 391437 Solon OH 44139 
WnTTTiT 
mmiNrns  HFRVII    •   '. 
IWTE RN IN CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Work with the Si. Thomas More University Par- 
iin siafl ai an intern in campus ministry He 
■ponsibilities include co-ordinating outreach 
activities, some youth activities, and team re- 
sponsibilities Room and board and stipend 
provided Position open to recent graduates 
(including August 97) and graduate students. If 
interested, contact Sr Mary Kuhlman, 
3S2-755S.  
Life guard needed May - Aug hrs. 12 8 Must 
be certified. Please send resume to Green 
Meadow Apis. 214 Napoleon Rd. BG OH 
43402 
Line up summer/fan jobs 
Apply at Casey's 
At 1025 N Main. BG 
LOOKING FOR YEAR-ROUND OR 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? 
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS' 
Earn $8 00 an hour & great benefits 
at UPS 
GotoRM 360 Student Services 
to scheduk* an appointment to meet 
with a representative on Fn, April 18 
UPS   IS  AN  EQUAL   OPPORTUNITY   EM- 
PLOYER 
Mr. Spots is now hiring End of semester, 
summer, ft fall help needed Full and part ome 
food prep and delivery positions available. Ap 
ply in person bA» 2-7  
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY 
PT. Mon - Fn.. Occasional Sat. 20-25 hnvwk. 
late afternoons to early evenmgs Pievious 
proof or numeric key experience. OeneFioal 
Interested applicants should apply in person. 
Md Am, Inc OperaDons Center, 1851 N 
Research. BG (175 to exit 181) Mid Am values 
a divers workforce and is m principle as well as 
practice, an Etjual Oppoaumty Employer 
Restaurant Wait staff ft kitchen help are want- 
ed Call 872-0020 
SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPERS 
City of Bowing Green Parks and Recreation 
Department seeks softbaii score keepers (ex- 
penence preferred) for adult leagues beginning 
May 4 and ending August 31.1997 Applicants 
must be available evenings from 6:00pm m 
11:00pm Sunday through Thursday. Rate of 
pay is $5 00 game Apply in person at the 
Parks and Recreation Office in City Park. City 
of Bowling Green is an equal opportunity em- 
pkiyer. 
Spnng. Summer ft Fall help needed Para- 
chute packing. Training provided Must be de 
pendatte Exciting job. good income. For more 
mfocallSKYDIVE BG 3S2-5200 
STILL LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB? 
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING 
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS 
Student Recreaoon Center 
Applications avail m SRC office 
Apply NOWM For mfo cal 2-7477 
SUMMER AT PUT IN BAY 
The Perry Holiday Hotel is seeking employees 
for  aft  positions    Housing  avail    Celt  Barb 
Chrysler at 419-285-2107 or write Perry Ho-' 
day Hole' PO Bo« 1 80. Put in-Bay. OH 43456 
Summer Sun Is land Fun 
Island B*e Rental is hinng for the 97 summer 
season   at   Put-m-Bay   for   information   call 
1-419 285-2016  
Teaching fobe. that's what we have at. 
httpy/www teaching/oos com  Place your re- 
sume in our secure on-line data base A let over 
300 scnooi sadist nets find youl  
Wanted 87 Students lose 8 to 100 lbs New 
metabolism breakthrough Dr recommended 
Guaranteed S30 cost. Free Gift. 
1 800 435-7591 
FOR SALE 
HELP 
WANTED 
V^aTajisMfowyr** 
8A.X.00M. 
line cook 
kitchen prep 
servers 
host/hostesses 
861-7827 
5630 Airport 
Highway 
Toledo 
'91 Eagle Summit 
89.000 mi, CD, orig owner 
good condition $2700 352 5371. 
'King size walerbed for sale. 
Call 353-0325 
A used 12 speed tour bike - Miyata Large 
frame Goodcond $75 firm Call 352 8107 
For Sale: Mens 2V Mongoose Mountain Bike: 
io' -V -i   JMQI ■1372-8370  
GOVT FORECLOSED homea from pennies 
on $i. Delinquent Tax, Repo's REO's. Your 
Area. Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. H2076 
for Current listings  
Ladies .89 CT marquise diamond ring 
$180000 Queen size walerbed w/ drawers 
$150 00 191 TV w/remoie$l00 00 352 2389 
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadil- 
lacs. Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps. 
4WDs Your Area Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 
Ext A-2076 lor current dsrings.     
2 mate sublease's needed for Fall 97 Spr 96 to 
share a room mFra/ee Apts $i9S/moeacn * 
elec No smokers please. Ask for Tim at 
354*489 
FOR RENT 
97 98 school year 2 bdrm fum apts 705 7th 
St A 724 8th St. $500/mo includ FREE heat, 
water, sewer, gas & HBO. Call 354-0914 
'97* 98 "STY' 
316 E. Merry $S00/mo 
1 - 4 students * 9 mo lease 
326 Leroy $350 mo 
309 1 / 2 E Merry room s $ 190/mo 
146S Coi'ege eff $230.'mo 
Cal: 353 0325  
'* Summer Rentals * Cose to Campus 
353 0325 
AC, turn, located @ 300east block Merry 
1 bdrm fum apt $350/mo * util 
(419)669-3036 
1 bedroom apt. available May 17. 
Summer only or 12 mo. lease 
287-4926 (days) 267-4151 (evenings) 
1-2 Sublease's needed beginning May 15 or 
inereafter 1 bdrm. unfurn apt in house, on S. 
College Great tor one person but cozy enough 
for two. $345 or $i 72 SO per person ♦ u»l/mo 
Call Ann @ 354-5003 ' Bonus a great front 
and beck yard to enjoy during summer, pea 
welcome  
12 month leases starting August 1997: 
453    S.    Prospect    eB-Elfec-1    per- 
son-$280 *Gas-elec 
453    S      Prospect    »D-l    Br.-1    per- 
son $340. +Gas elec 
264 Man vine -1 Br-? person-$380. Uf: 
420 S Summit-2Br -2 peraon$440 *UDI 
Stove Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8 pm) 
2 bdrm House available Aug 1, 1997. 12 mo. 
lease required Excellent condition Close to 
BGSU Call 686 4651.  
2 bdrm house, newly remodeled 
801 6th St   Available May ist 
$525 plus util 655 3084 
2 bdrm unfurn. heat ft %• included. 12 mo 
lease, quiet bkJg. available May ft Aug 
352 3445 
2 bdrm fum. apts 704 Sth St Available Aug 9 
or i2rT»o lease 352 3445       
2 bdrm. 2 full bath apt free water A/C. Furni- 
shod Ava.iablo Aug   May Call 354 7293 
2 bdrm. apt. 2 b'ks from campus. A/C Availa- 
ble May or Aug other units available Lrnd File 
354-B206 teavemessage   
2   FEMALE    SUBLEASERS    FOR    97-98 
SCHOOL YR 
E Merry. New Carpet. Low Rent. Dishwasher 
Best Locason In BG1 Call 352 9594 
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on our 
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lSeeaE*. 
tape lifts1. 
london $258 
brussels S336 
athens $415 
^iaMtem B) (•rtT.ur* Ml not ln(linh4 and 
IWnSft-Sll. •«.   lamM 
S not fjmynUntd until (Wad i S" 
Travel 
CALl:l-8OO-2-C0UNCI 
websitcl itftvirv.c/ee.or 
travel: real life flicks! 
0 Gamma Phi Beta (^ 
Proudly Announces Spring Initiates 
Jamie Cleveland 
Dawn Frenz 
Sara Taylor 
Lisa Tosenberger 
Holly Vaske 
Shawna White 
Our^isterhoo^Grow^tror^ 
... . .i i i 
?4 sublsrs wanted M-.y  A  ,Vl Pay rent 
June/July only 2bdrms 1 baft close to cam- 
OJS w/d   m bldg    Reasonable rent. Call 
3S2 3?91 
221 Leroy 3 bedrm, 2 baths. Avail 8/1 
M95 00.ul>l..1yrleaM 
132 Ada: 2 bedrm house. Avail 8/1 
S650 00.UDI..1 yrleaae 
134 University trr 2 bedrm lownhouae 
Avail 5/1 or 8/1 $695 00 to gas i electnc 
128 University Ln: 1 bedrm, Avail 8/1 
$425 00 includes all util 1 yr lease 
117 S. Prospect: 1 bedrm furnished apt 
$585.00 includes all la*. 1 yr. lease 
Avail 8/1     . 
3 bedroom House, 420 S College 
$675 • utils.. 12 mo. lease starling 
in May Sieve Smith 352-8917 
3 subleasers needed lor summer house ASAP 
208 S. Summit. $S0O/appro« $166 mo. Can 
Jen or Crystal 372-5241. 
403 High SI Apt A BG. 1 bedroom $320/mo 
Aval Way. Call Khns'a @ 3S3 2066 
456 S. Main. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath. 
Available May 1st. $765 plus util. 
353-2901. 
APARTMENTS   AVAILABLE   SUMMER   & 
FALL 
Slop in lor a brochure @ 319 E Wooster or call 
John Newlove Real Estate Rental Office @ 
354-2260 
Brand new house. 3 bedroom, 1 bath, cheaper 
rent tor summer time, low utilities, no pets. Ask 
for Philat4!9 474 5344.  
D'O RENTALS - ONLY 1 UNTT LEFTIf NOW 
RENTING FOR FALL ATTRACTIVE WELL 
MAINTAINED UNIT: 
806 E. WOOSTER/SPACKXIS DUPLEX LO 
CATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CAM- 
PUS  UPPER UNIT - 2 BORM/MAX OCCUP 
4 RESERVED PARKING. CALL D4G RENT- 
ALS AT (419) 287-3233 AND ASK FOR EVA 
ORELLIE  
Female eubtoaaer for summer needed to ahare 
beautiful 2 bdrm Hitlsdale Apt Have your own 
large bdrm. own bathroom. 
•FREE CABLE- 
$550 for the entire summer 
353-8020 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
I Hi \.M lli M.iin    Hi. 
Highland 
Management 
Graduate 
Rentals 
We'll take 
care of you 
Best price, well 
maintained, 
privacy & dead- 
bolt security, 
large 
apartments. 
Great 
Amenities: 
*vc 
on site laundry facility 
ceramic tile 
dishwashers 
sky lights 
vaulted ceilings 
24 hr. maint. 
6 sites to 
choose 
from: 
Jay-Mar Apts. 
The Highlands 
The Homestead 
McKenzie Rentals 
The Farm 
Summit Hill 
Call Today! 
8M00M 
130 East Washington St. 
FREE KEO OR $50 CASH . FREE MAY 
RENT TO THE SUMMER SUBLEASER OF 
THIS 2 BDR. APT. OWN ROOM, OWN 
BATHROOM, CHEAP UTILITIES, A/C CALL 
BARRY AT 353-0483 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
800 THIRD ST 
Excellent 1 BR unit. Spacious. 
well-furnished, air conditoned. 
Currently leasing for Summer 1997 & 
1997 98 Both 12 month A school year 
leases available 
Call 352 4966 
Grad. students only. 2 bdrm upper duplex. 
$480 mo plut util . plus see. dap 353 7257, 
leave message. 
Great Off Campus Housing 
Summer & Fall 
Call 365-5620 
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm fum apts year. 9 mo., A 
summer leases 352-7454 
Large 2 B R fum/unfurn 1 1/2 bath Close 10 
campus. Off street parking, on site laundry fa- 
cilities  Full use of Cherrywood Health Spa 
3529378  
Now accepting Rental Apliications tor Fall And 
Summer leases. Call 354 6800 
One & Two bdrm apts. available. University 
Courts & University Village located at Clough 
and Mercer Call 352-0164.  
Rent our Apt lor summer A 
We'll buy you a drinki 
Air conditioning,  large balcony, dishwasher. 
Qaiiage disposal ft 4 bdrms. 352-6633. 
Sublease/ needed beginning April 1st 
House 2 btks from campus Own bedrm. $170 
mo nag. Call Joe 352 0387 days. 352-9091 
eves 
Subleasers needed immediately for summer. 
Large 2 bdrm apt unfurnished, dose to cam- 
pus, pets welcomed, pool ft club house. Rent 
best of er. appt's avail wkends omy 352-9409. 
Summer subleaser needed, furnished apt. Foi 
Run. Mid-May to Aug Call 352-9172  
Summer Subleasers needed 
unfurnished apt. $300/neg 
Call 352 9822 
We're looking for subleasers from May to Au- 
gust You can rent a fully turn, large apt w' 2 
bdrms, ft air conditioning lor |ust $375 • gas ft 
elec. Three beds are avail so the rent will be 
approi $190 per person if two people. or$t25 
for three people Laundry avail, in facility. Call 
3530294 or email ozgur@bgnet bgsu edu 
Printing Services 
Your Campus Printers 
Located at: 
Park Avenue 
Warehouse 
Just North of 
Technology Bldg. 
372-2216 
Management Inc. 
353-580O 
New New New New New 
New Apartments lor Fad 1997 
1 bdrm., 710 N. Enterprise   Rent starts 
at $375/mo  t utilities 
Management Inc. 
Hiltsdale Apt. Large studios high 
vaulted ceilings, unique floor 
plans and carports   \2 montti 
lease starts at $350 
Management Inc. 
Huge 1 bdrm*. 215 E Poe Rd 
Laundry on site, tots of parking   Starts 
at $340/month -elec 
Management Inc. 
Efficiency Apts, 215 E Poe Rd., Starts 
at $230 All utilities included   Hall the 
security deposit holds it now 
Managemert Inc. 
830 Fourth St   The Willow House 
Is now leasing for next year   1 bdrm, 
gas heat. A/C. starting at $340/month 
For ■ complete list stop by our 
ottlce, 1045 N. Main, or call 
353-5800 
I fl 
